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V.Jh i 1 e the 20th Century has been an age of 

revolution in Science and Technology and consequent leap in 

the standard of living of the people, this age has also 

witnessed inc 1·~eas i ng inter-regional and 

inequalities. The gulf between the rich and poor nations is 

wider than ever before. In the circumstances it is incumbent 

on the part of the developed world to contribute their mite 

in miti9ating the sufferings of the developing world. rt 

becomes more of a duty considering that the developing 

countries pitiable plight in most of the cases can be traced 

to their colonial backgrounds. And so the developed world 

has accepted this task of providing aid and assistance to 

their rather unfortunate brethren. Of course, this aid is 

subject to political and economic calculations of the 

donot~s. 

This arena of aid and assistance,provides a rare 

sight of fascinating interaction between economic and 

international politics. That is exactly the reason why one 

went for this topic. And US-Pak relations furnish the best 

e>:amp le. 

The dissertation has been planned as follows: 

Chapter I introduces the subject and tries to see 

the role of politics 1n a historical perspective. It 

attempts to explain the political factor in aid as a 

consistent and clear diplomatic practice of the United 
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States. 

Chapter II reviews special US-Pak relations of the 

cold war era and attempts to establish the fact that 

Americans' generosity to Pak was directly related to the 

latter's strategic significance in cold war calculations. 

Chapter III discusses US-Pak relations, in post-

cold war era, a relationship which has seen better days. 

Finally, one 'concludes' that 'international aid' 

1s no c~arity, more so in the case of a superpower like the 

United States of America. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE UNITED STATES AND AID POLITICS 

In an ideal world there would be no politics in 

aid. The industrialised countries of the north would be 

generous in transferring resources to the developing 

countries of the south. They would regard development 

assistance as an imperative, expressing a social ethic which 

paid no regard to spheres of influence, power struggles and 

considerations of self-interest. They would see aid as an 

important element in the whole complex of inter-related 

international Action, encompassing trade, commodity prices, 

public and private lending, environment protection and so 

on, to achieve a world of social justice. 

But it is such a sad sweet innocence to suppose 

that the real world, nasty and brutish as it is, will allow 

moral principle to dominatr its behaviour. It is 

fundamentally important to understand that aid, and its 

associated policies, is no soft and gentle issue. It brings 

into play the fundamentals of political philosophy. 

The exciting period of reassessment of the 

relationship between the North and the South was the 1960s. 

That was the decade when newly independent countries all 

over the world considered their economic position in post

colonial era and discovered that flying of their new flags 

in the proud celebration of independence day hadn't ended 
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their dependency. It was the decade when they began to 

·for·mul ate the it' demands fot' a nev-J and dif-ferent 

relationship and also began to analyse the nature and 

restraints of neo-colonialism. 

It was also the decade in which the imperialist 

count t' i es, for their part made their adjustment to the 

ending of colonialism. The direct financial responsibilities 

and colonial administration were replaced by miniscule aid 

p rogt'amme:., with new govt. departments or agencies 

organize them, and to determine 

the newly independent states. 

They had a model to follow : 

' aid policies 

to 

The USA, which from the days of post-war Mat'shall 

plan to assist Westet'n Eut'ope, latet' Tt'uman "Point Four" 

programme and then 1960's impetus given by Pr-esident 

l<ennedy, had evolved a political approach to aid. The US 

political approach was both simple and overt, unembarrased 

and self-righteous. The cold war set its own priorities. 

Aid was the part of the power struggle : to sustain its 

hegemony in Latin America, to provide economic assistance 

to undet'pin military assistance for countries ready to 

accept its bases or to offer military co-operation ( or to 

refuse co-operation with the Soviet Union) and to compete 

with the Soviet Union in offering aid projects to countries 

which were both important and neutral in their attitude. 

Indeed, bilateral assistance progr-ammes havE~ 

remained prime instruments of US economic and security 
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policy throughout the past-war years. In the long run, 

develpment aid is expected to increase the stability of the 

new nations and the security of the US. As 

Dei'ence Robert S McNamara put it in Mayl1966 

" The yeat·s that 1 ie ahead fat' the nat ions in the 
southern half of the state are pregnant with violence. This 
would be true if no threat of communist subversion existed -
as it clearly does ... whether communists are involved or 
not, violence anywhere in a taut world transmits sharp 
signals through the complex ganglia and international 
relations and the security of the US is related to the 

1 
secLwity and stability of nations half a globe away " 

In countr·ies wi .. "Jet·e til(: US has felt it impot·tant to 

support a major defence effort - at different times in 

Greece, Turkey, Iran, Pakistan, Taiwan, Korea, Vietnam etc -

economic assistance has been used to finance commodity 

imports that increase the supply and goods people want to 

buy, thet·eby easir-.g the inflationary pressure. The US 

economic assistance has also been used to help grvernments 

maintain the forces to suppress insurgents (mostly communist 

i nsLwgency) , and to help remove some of the causes of the 

i nsLwgency. While military assistance provides equipment, 

supplies and advisors for the armed forces, 

economic assistance is used to equip, train and advise 

paramilitary forces such as the police and the border 

1) Address before the American society of Newspaper 

Montreal, Canada, May 18 1966. Cited 

in Enrico Augelli & Craig Murphy, II 

quest for supremacy & the third world II • p n 10 

Primier Publishers London 1988. 
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Successful control of the guerilla warfare demands the 

active co-operation of the local people. Therefore, economic 

aid is also used for relief and quick-impact development 

programmes designed to benefit promptly and win the support 
2 

of villagers. In Vietnam, A.I.D had provincial 

representatives in each of the provinces directing 

programmes including refugee relief, agriculture extension~ 

construction of schools and clinics and hundreds of other 

activities. 

"Again, economic aid is used in a variety of ways 

to try to influence the current political situation in the 

aided country, where the outcome appears important to more 

lasting US interests. For example, economic aid has been used 

in part in Brazil, the Dominican Republic, Guyana and 

elsewhere to buy time for new regimes to consolidate their 

positions and formulate programmes of action. 

Economic assistance has also been used to try to 

influence the outcome of elections, or simply to ensure that 

the elections are held. In Venezuela, terrorists sought to 

sabotage the elections of autumn 1963, warning that those 

who went to the polls would be marks for snipers. The US 

stepped up support for the Venezuelan military and police. 

Even recently economic assistance has been withheld in 

certain cases after military coups to demonstrate US 

disapproval and to encourage early scheduling of elections 

Agency for International development created to 

administer economic aid programme in 1954. 
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and a return to constitutional government. 

And finally, and most importantly, economic aid has 

bE~en used, along with diplomacy and other foreign policy 

instruments, to try to influence recipient's foreign policy 

views - their attitudes toward the US, their cold war role, 

i:':\nd their behaviour towards their neighbours and in 

international organizations outside a cold war context. 

Indeed, US foreign aid policy has always been 

guided by politit>al considet~ations and t~ight tht~ough the 

post-world war II years, American policy makers have made no 

bones about this fact. That is, of course, not to suggest 

that political motives have been the only motives. To be 

the foreign aid programmes of the US owe their 

existence to humanitarian, economic and political motives. 

As World War II approached its end, the humanitarian motive 

was mainly responsible for the relief and rehabilitation 

administration set up by the UN, to which taxpayers of the US 

made a contribution of some three billion dollars. At the 

same time the economic motive was already strong. It might 

have led to the adoption of a programme of large grants and 

cheap loans to foreign countries even if the menace of 

Soviet aggression had not appeared. But this Soviet 

menace, 

motive 

motive 

the threat of commuriism, added a strong 

very soon to the other two. Actually, the 

very soon became the most determining 

~?conomic aid. 
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Anti-Communism ., 

There are two schools of thought on c:ommt.tn ism 

ThE?. first holds that communist governments stem 

"ft'Dm e>:tet'nr:.'ll pressures or the violent action of an armed 

mlnDrity which imposes dictatorship on a subject population. 

This concept relies on the image of the Soviet army shaping 

Eastern Europe after the Second World War. Extended to the 

>·Jho 1 t::> \IKH'ld, this i m<:tgE;; s.uggf?S ts th<:1t no communist t·'ey i mtc.· 

C::Ot.:.ld at·' i SE' v'J i th publ i.e con!:;ent. Tl .. ·; i·s image vJ<~s vJidely 

disseminated by popular press throughout the Truman years. 

In December 1950, for example the 'New York Herald 

Tribune'promoted a declaration of state of war against Mao's 

intending it not •.. <as) war against China or 

the chinese people but against one faction in China namely 
4 

The second American image of communism 

originates in social scientific analysis, but remains quite 

~:::.imp 1 is tic .. " hunget-· and t--Jan t 

so severe and widespread that people were to 

grasp at any new hope, any utopion promise. What was there 
5 

to Poverty causes communism. 

"Amet-·ica's quest fot-· supt'emacy and the thit·'d wot'ld 
Enrico Angelli and Craig Murphy, Premier 
Publishers 1 London,1988 p.59 

Ibid 

5) Cited in Packenhem p.28 'Liberal Amer1ca and the 
Third World Princeton,Univ. Press,1973 
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Both concepts of communism allow Amet~ica 

special position in the world. The first sees this special 

reality in more overtly religious terms; it justifies 

American crusades a~ainst communism. The second incorporates 

religious impulses into liberal theory : America is a model 

that all would like to emulate but not being able to, some 

are driven to communism in desperation or envy. If the first 

image of communism leads to crusades and military assistance 

so peopie can resist violent communist minorities, the 

second image leads to liberal evangelism and using economic 

assistance to avoid the desperate turn to communism. 

Truman Doctrine 

Truman Doctrine was a product of the same 

thinking process. It was under this Doctrine that the US 

sought to underwriC2 the defence of Greece and Tw~key 

against the communist inspired movements. Enunciated by 

President Truman in a speech before the US congress on 12 

1947, the Doctt~ine pt~oclaimed that" it must be the 

policy of the US to support free peoples who are resisting 

attempting subjugation by armed minorities or by outside 
6 

6) Henry Steele Canmager 'Documents of Amet~ican 

History ' , New York, 1949 p.47 
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For this purposej the President recommended a $400 

million military assistance programme to Greece and Turkey. 

The 'Truman Doctrine' marked a sharp new turn 1n American 

policy. The US military assistance to Pakistan 1n the summer 

of 1954 was an eventual extension of this Doctrine further 

e.::~ st. Truman would provide economic and military aid to 

Greece and Turkey in 1947, to European countries through the 

Marshall plan starting in 1948 and to east and southeast 

between 1948 and 1950. Truman used aid as one way to 

help ~revent soviet inroads in the western Europe and thus 

assure access to important markets. 

Commenting on this obsession with anti -·-communism 

· of Americans~ 'George Kennan · remarks in his memoirs 

7) 

" Tht'ou.ghout the ensu i •:g two decades the conduct: 
of the aid foreign p~~1cy would continue to be 
bedevilled by people in our own government as well 
as in other governments who could not free 
themselves from the belief that all another 
country had to do in order to qualify for American 
aid, was to demonstrate the exi~tence of a 

7 
communist tht'eat" .. 

Quoted in F'ackenhem, " Libet'al Amer'ica anc! the thit'd 
lrJat'ld ", Pr·incetun, NJ ; Pr··inceton Univ. Pr·ess.1 J.C?73 p.39 
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The Marshall Plan: 

Talking about US aid programmes, one must discuss 

the 'Marshall Plan' the most ambitious aid effort on the 

part of the US. Originating with a very general offer of 

economic aid to war-ravaged Europe made by Secretary of 

State George C Marshall in a Harvard graduation day speech 

on· 5th June 1947, there emerged ten months later - after 

much high-level dipl~macy, intensive deliberations of an 

international committee of officials of European governments 

,exhaustive congressional hearings and three presidential 

Committees of inquiry -- the Foreign assistance Act of 

1948. 

This umbrella legislation established the Economic 

Cooperation Agency CECA) to administer the European recovery 

programme CERP> - Marshall Aid. Over the next four years 

$13 billion in aid was made available to sixteen w-~stern 

European countries who were ready to sign bilateral 

agreements with the US committing themselves to four broad 

aims, viz. a strong production effort, expansion of foreign 

trade, the maintenance of financial stability, and the 

development of European economic co-operation. Before the 

four years were up the ECA was superseded in 1951 by the 

Mutual Security AgencyCMSA> as the programme now assumed an 

essentially militaristic purpose. Further changes in the 

1 1 



s t r~uc tut·~e and nomenclature followed as the t1SA 

into the Foreign Operations Agency <FOA) ln 

hence to become In t e r~n <3. t ion ,011 Co-.. oper~a t ion 

(~gene y (I CA) ln 1955 and fin<dly the Agency for~ 

Development\A!D) in 1961. time 

economic aid to Europe had ceased and other parts of the 

world were the focus of attention. 

plan.· 

8) 

The Marshall Plan was definitely a multi-faceted 

•• It ~ ... Ja::~ a polittc:al p!····c:H}t' .. amme to pr .. eser .. ve 
civilisation out of which the American way of life 
had developed ... It was an economic programme to 
promote Europe's financial, fiscal and political 
stability; to stimulate world trade; to 
expand American markets; to forestall an American 
depression ; to maintain the open-door policy; to 
create a multilateral trade world which could be 
dominated by American capitalists ; and to 
maintain a capitalist hegemony over the reg1ons 
later to be called the Third world •.. a programme 
to stop the communism, to frustrate socialists and 
leftists, to attract the Soviet Union's 
satellites, and to contain or roll back the 
Russians. It was a programme that promised 
t~eduction in militar~y e:-:per·!itut~es, but it also 
provided Americans with oppurtunities to stockpile 
strategic materials and maintain friendly access 

8 
to military bases abroad. 

John Gimbel, 11 The or~igins of the Mar~shall Plan 11 

1976 cited in Anthony carew, "Labour under~ the 

1"1ar~shc:d 1 Plan" p.12 , Univ .. 

Pt~ess, 1987. 



Indeed, Marshall Aid was in essence an anti-

communist, anti-soviet programme designed to undermine and 

isolate the soviet-bloc and to defeat indigenous communism 

in the nations of western Europe. That is not to deny that 

humanitarian and economic considerations also played aM 

important role. Marshall Aid is often represented as an act 

of great humanitarianism, as a result of which much needed 

supplies of raw materials, bread grains and other cereal 

crops would alleviate hunger in Europe. But this dimension 

of the plan has to been seen alongside the earlier decision 

of the United States 1n August 1946 to terminate its 

crucial contributions to the United Nations Releif and 

Rehabilitation Administration <UNRRA> on the grounds that 

further aid was not needed. The truth was that, beyond some 

legitmate criticisms about maladmini3tration in UNRRA, the 

US had grown impatient of general relief programmes which 

offered no political pay-off. UNRRA finally closed down in 

June, 1947 just as America's massive aid programme was to 

be announced. Significantly, the United States deliberately 

chose not to have the aid administered by the United Nation's 

recently created Economic Committee for Europe <ECE>.Nor did 

the humanitarian element in the Marshall plan extend so far 

as to envisage higher general living standards for Europeans 

by the termination of the fair-year programme. Improved 

levels of consumption were deliberately deferred until after 

1952. Dean Acheson was to defend the Marshall Plan in terms 

of 'Our duty ... as human beings but he was more emphatic 

13 



in saying that the United states was involved in the 
9 

programme 'chiefly as a matter of national self-interest'. 

Therefore, the notion of 'containment · remained the 

basic philosophy behind the Marshall Aid programme. It was 

;~dso n:?flected in the selection in Spring, 1947 of the 

Russian specialist George Kennan to head the important 

Policy Planning Staff of the State Department which was 

given the task of drafting the outline of aid programme. 

Economic power was used to attack what one writer referred 

to as · submerged problems like psychological and diplomatic 
10 

hold of the USSR on Europe ·• For the Admininstrator of 

the Marshall Plan, Pual Hoffman, the recovery programme was 

the economic manifestation of what was at bottom an 

ideological battle needing to be fought concurrently on 

military, political and psychological fronts. In his pithy 

phrase~ it was a contest between th~ American assembly line 
11 

and the communist party line. 

In western Europe the possibility of communism 

triumphing on the back of extensive economic and social 

dept~ivation in countries such as France, Italy and Germany 

was a real one for American Foreign policy makers to 

t~eckon with. 

10. 

ll. 

McGeot'ge Bundy," The Pat tet~n of Responsi b i 1 i ty", 
p.49, Houghton Miffin, 1952. 

Har~t'Y Pt~ice, " The Mar-·shall Plan and its mec:ming" 
p.12, Cornell University Press, 1955. 

Paul Hoffman, "Peace cc:u1 be l•Jon 
Joseph, 195l.. 
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Point Four 

President Truman in his inaugral address of 20th 

Jan~ 1949 outlined fair courses and action which he believed 

the US should emphasise in her international relations in 

coming years. Assuring the world of his steadfast adherence 

to existing American policies, he said that Americans could 

continue to give unfaltering support to the UN and rel~ cd 

agencies and would continue the US programmes of world 

recovery and to strengthen freedom loving nations against 

the dangers of aggression. Then he added a fourth point 

" l!Je mus:.t embad:: on a bold progt'am fat~ making thE· 
benefits of our scientific advances and our 
industrial progress available for the improvement 
and growth of under-developed areas ... we should 
make available to peace loving peoples the benefits 
of our store of technical knowledge in order to 
help them realize their aspirations for a better 
life. And in co-operation with other nations, we 
should foster capital investment in areas needing 
development. Our aim should be to help the peoples 
of the free world, through their own efforts to 
produce more food, more clothing, more materials 
and more mechanical power to lighten their burdens 

11 
" 
Out of this challenging proposal came America's 

'Point Four' programme of technical assistance to most of 

the underdeveloped countries including Pakistan. The ''Point 

Four" pr·ogramme was even tua 11 y embodied in thE· · Ac: t few 

11. 
f m~ 

US Dept. 
aid in 

of State, 
the Dev. 

areas(Washington, 1949) 

Point 1 Co-operative programme 
of Economically Underdeveloped 



International development' approved on 5th June 1950. This 

Act made the objective of assistance for the economic 

development of underdeveloped areas, for the first time a 

national policy. This was a significant development and grew 

out of realizatio~ by American policy-makers that economic 

unrest in underdeveloped countries like Pakistan could breed 

political instablity. It was thought that such a climate of 

unrest must be avoided for safeguarding the growing American 

intet·est. 

In the Senate Hearings on the Act for International 

Development, Secretary of State Dean Acheson stressed that 

American military and economic security was to a significant 

extent dependent on the economic security of other peoples 

and that the Point Four programme was 11 in a very real 

sense, a security measure and an essential 
12 

fot·eign pol icy " 

People in the Underdeveloped areas, 

at·m of our' 

according to 

Acheson, were not concerned with abstract ideas of democracy 

at' communism, but were in need of practical solutions to 

their problems in terms of food, shelter and a decent 

livelihood. He argued that the American policy was broader 

12. US Senate 81 Congress Second Session 
fot·eign t'elations, Heat·ings, Act fat·· 
development (Point 4), <l1Jas.hington, 1950) 

:1.6 

Committee on 
In te1··na t i onal 



than m£~r'e n:?s i stance to communi sm. He added thc."'l t " e.~conom1c 

development will bring us certain practical 

bf.mef its. It will open new sources of raw mater1als and 

goods which we need and markets for the products of our 
1 :::;; 

f ar'ms and factor' i es". 

The interest of the US in enhancing political 

stability in underdeveloped areas like Pakistan by increased 

aid for economic development was also emphasised by the so-
14 15 

called Gr'ay and Rockfell~">r' Reports on economic 

assistance programmes. 

13. ibid. 

14. Gordon Gray, Report to the President on Foreign Economic 
policies <Washington, 1950) 

15. Nelson A. Rockefeller', "Par'tner's in pr-·ogr'ess" A Repor··t 
to the President by the International Development Advisory 
Board (Washington, 1951). 
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'Gray Report' stated that the underdeveloped countries and 

Asia did not accept poverty as an inevitable fact of life. 

The contrast between their aspirations and their state of 

unrelieved poverty, it continued, made them susceptible to 

domestic unrest and provided fertile grounds for the growth 

of communist movement. Mentioning the nearness of some of 

these countries to Russian borders, the Gray Report stated 

that the US objective should be to help strengthen these 

countries tL· enable them to maintain their independence. 

!l §.Aid and {isic.'<. _Useful Les~sons 

In the Asian context the experience in foreign aid was drawn 

from China. The failure of both economic and military aid in 

China determined the timing of initial and to Southern Asia, 

because of a desire to avoid 'another China·. In addition, 

the lesson inferred from the China Aid e;-:pet~ i ence, 

concerning both the limitations of military ~ssistance and 

the possible benefits to be derived from economic assistance 

in the Asian context, strongly influenced the original 

operating philosophy of U.S. aid to Southern Asia. As a 

result of the China lesson~ it was initially assumed that 

higher returns would be obtained by the United States from 

allocating more aid to economic (or civilian) uses than to 

militar~y uses in Southern Asia. Finally, unobligated 

balances remaining from the China Aid Program provided the 

initial financing for aid in Southern Asia, while the China 

Aid legislation provided its initial authorization. 

18 



Compared to China Aid and E.R.P, Korean Aid during 

the 1948-50 period had a less immediate effect on initial 

U.S. aid to Southern Asia. But the Communist military attack 

on South Korea in the summer of 1950 had a profound and 

increasing effect in the following years. By demonstrating 

that economic and technical aid, even where it had been an 

effective as in Korea, could not be relied on to counter the 

threat of external attack, the Korean experience exerted a 

strongly countervailing influence to that associated with 

China Aid. In part~ the inference drawn from Korea was that 

since economic aid could not deter external aggression, 

military aid would. Over the next five years, the in·fluenc£-? 

of the Korean experience on the allocation of aid among 

alternative program uses and alternative country recipients 

grew. The Mutual security Act of 1951 could be considered a 

result of such experiences. 

'The t"'lutual Security Act Q.i 1951' 

The Mutual Security Act of 1951 provided the name and until 

1955, the legislative model for United States foreign 

assistance in ensuing years. It grew from a substantive 

policy decision by the congress that the international 

situation required a more strongly necessary orientation in 

foreign assistance programs than the previous legislative 

and administrative arrangement had provided for. 

19 



" The cc.mgt'ess dec 1 al·'es it to be the pLwpose D·f 
this Act to maintain the security and promote the 
foreign policy of the United States by authorizing 
military, economic and technical assistance to 
friendly countries to strengthen the mutual 
security and individual and collective defenses of 
the free world, to develop their resources in the 
interest of their security and independence and the 
national . interests of the United States, and to 
facilitate effective participation by these 
countries in the United Nations system for 

14 
collective secL.wity· " 

To this end, also the Act abolished ECA one year before the 

scheduled end of the Marshall Plan, in teg t'a ted thE~ 

authori~ation for military aid for the first time 1n the 

J.egisla.tion authorizing economic and technical 

dssistance, and legislatively instructed the new Director 

tor Mutual security to exercise his co-ordination and 

c.:;upet-vism-·y t'es.ponsibilities. II So as to aSSL.It'e that the 

d(;~fr-.:nsi ve strength of the free nations of the world shall 
15 

be built as quickly as possible." 

The Act in fot'ce unti 1 1961 required that no 

country was to be considered eligible to receive aid if it 

~'JEt'e not c:digned with the West orl ma.jot' issues. At the s.arne 

time the ratio of economic to military aid, which was about 

four to one in the second half of the 1940's was reversed to 

favor the military by about two to one during the 1950's. 

Eisenhower became President in 1953 v-Jith thP 

promise of stepping up its crusade against communj~m. 

Eisenhower just reinforced containmen+ oy encircling the 

Soviet Union with militar~ alliances. American foreign 

15. ibid. 
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assistance regulated by the Mutual Security Act, was central 

to that policy. The Eisenhower administration conceived of 

and as a way to strengthen the military capability of allies 

under communist pressure. Based on these p r·em i se~c, ~ 

Eisenhower administration refused to give foreign assistance 

to non-aligned or neutral countries - for neutrality was 

·r,efusal to fight the E~\iil.' 

The P,mer·ic:an p_ :.icy of sending aid only to local 

i':l. 11 i es changed in the late 1950's as a result of Soviet 

i n i t i a. t i ves . After the death of Stalin in 1953 the Soviet 

Union began to take an interest in the Third World. In 1955 

and 1956 the Soviet Union concluded arms and economic 

assistance agreements with a number of countries including 

Egypt, India, Svr··ia - ' Indonesia and Afghanistan. 

A complete and rapid reversal of U.S. aid policy 

would have been too difficult; Nevertheless, changes began 

to appear as early as 1957, aftet' the Suez 

especially in U.S. policy towards the Middle East. Now some 

aid could be given to some non-aligned states, 

threat of communism was no longer paramount. 
-~...,...__ 
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As he <:.:,,:::d.d : 

For'eign 

" Th~= fundamental task of out·' "for'eign aid pt·'ogt'c. .. mme 
in the 1960's is not negatively to fight communism. 
Its fundamental task is to help make a historical 
demonstration that in the 20th Century, as in the 
19th - in the Southern half of the globe as in the 
North - economic growth and political democracy can 

16 
develop ha.nd in hand." 

Kennedy replaced the Mutual security Act with the 

Assistance Act and created the Agency 

International Development <AID>~ Peace corps, and a special 

programme for Latin America, the Alliance for Progress. By 

1.963, American foreign assistance grew to $ 4 billion per 

year and the ratio of ecomomic to military aid reversed in 

favour of the former by two to one. 

Johnson was less of an evangelist. In Latin America 

he was primarily concerned with American geopolitical 

intet'ests and the libet'C:\.1 ~\IOt'ld econc· >' which suppot'ted 

them. With the escalation of the Vietnam war Johnson 

increased development assistance to Asia. He contributed to 

the establishment of Asian Development Bank and proposed a 

regional programme of assistance which was as ambitions as 

Kennedy's for Latin America. The Johnson administration 

continued to see economic development coupled with military 

<::tssistance the best to pt'event 

sp r'ea.d i ng, but Johnson was not 

c: t··usc.ide. 

16. Packenhem, 
Pt' i nceton, 

"Libet'al Amet'ica ·and 
19T5. 
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Throughout the Nixon and Ford administrations Henry 

Kissinger dominated American Foreign Policy. The aid budget 

was a much smaller percentage of national expenditures at 

the beginning of the 1970's than throughout the 1960's. Not 

only was Congresi reluctant to support many Third World 

countries after the Vietnam debacle, Kissinger's orientation 

towards the Third world made aid a less signigicant foreign 

pol icy instr~ument. In r~eal ter~ms, the annual Amet~ican aid 

budget dropped by over 40 percent from 1967 to 1973. The 

yeat' saw upheavals in international politics as 

developed world experienced the oil crisis. The Egyptian 

- Israeli conflict did not help matters as the United states 

became increasingly aware of the high stakes in that region. 

Consequently, the U.S. foreign assistance started to grow 

again, increasingly being used to bolster the allies, 

notably Israel and Egypt. In fact the proportion of the aid 

budget going to the We ~ Asian region nearly doubled. F:eal 

u.s. foreign assistance to most of the Third world shrunk 

d r~ama tic a J. 1 y. 

Jimmy Carter's tenure in the 'White House' 

characterized by carrot-and-stick aid cut-off techniques, 

mostly on the grounds of 'human rights. · Reaffirming his 

commitment to the concept of human rights in December 1979, 

in a speech marking the 30th anniversary of the 'Un i ver··sa J. 

Declar~ation of Human Rights·~ Car~teJ·' said : " (-'Is. long ciS I 

'")'":!" ..:_._. 



am Pr-esident the government of the U.S. will continuE: 

throughout the world, to enhance human rights. No force on 
17 

ea.t·'th can scp<:.·u-ate us ·fr'om the cornmi trnent." 

Many observers however criticized the arbitrary and 

selective nature of actions taken against human rights 

violator's." So the br··unt of the Cat'tet' pol icy has fallen on 

those nations, notably in Latin America,that are still pOOl"' 

and friendLy enough to qualify for U.S. aid, yet nei thet' 
H3 

economic.ally nm· stt··a.tegic::tly i.mpar·tant to this countr-y." 

A Major study of the state of human rights worldwide made this 

obsE!t'va t ion 

" On the minus side, it must be admitted that the 
Carter administration's human-rights policy has 
been involved selectively. It has been stated 
emphatically as applied to certain countries, such 
as South Africa, Chile, Brazil and Uruguay; in 
muffled tones where military allies or suppliers of 
oil are concerned, such as Iran or Saudi Arabi~; 

and incoher-ently t··. :;h t·'egat'd to Communist t'egimes" 
19 

That v1ew was partly reinforced by congressional 

action on the administration's foreign aid request for the 

fiscal year 1980. On May 1, the Senate Fore1gn Relations 

committee recommended the elimination of bilateral economic 

17. Depat. of State Bulletin January p.1. 

lB. The W.;dl Stt'eet JouJ·'nal, r1ay 11, 1978. 

19. Kurt Glaser and Stefan T. F'ossony, I! \.Jictims of 

Politics : The StatE' of Human Rights " p.22, 1979. 
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aid to 10 countries on human rights grounds for most of 

Pana.ma~ Pakistan, 

Ethiopid, Afghanistan, Haiti , El ~:;a l v ad ot' .1 

Guatemi:\la, Paraguay and the Central African Republic. 

On the other extreme is I st'ael. The 

consistently defended Israel in international forums against 

Arab and Soviet charges of suppression of civil and 

p'1liti.cal rights of Palestinians in the West-Bank and 1n 

itself. State Department officials pointed out that 

no evidence of 'systematic violation' of human fights has 

been turned up. The high point of Carter years, 

David Agreement of 1Q7Q 
' ' ' ' was truly an act of grand 

statesmanship on the part of Carter. But it also meant in 

culmination of aid politics in a way. The U.S. agr-·eed to 

provide massive aid to both Egypt and Israel. A week before 

the treaty signing ceremonies on the White House lawns 

on March,26, 19- the Carter administration pledged $ 1.5 

billion worth of planes, tanks i:\nd anti-aircraft weapons to 

Egypt and about $ 3 billion of armaments to Israel. Some $ 

2.2 billion of the Israeli total were in the form of long 

-term loans to enable Israel to purchase arms from the U.S. 

In fact, between 1973 and 1979, the U.S. provided some $ 4.2 

b i 11 ion in foreign aid to Egypt and some $ 11.4 billion 
20 

arms and secutity assistance to Israel. 

2(). ibid. 
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The end of the 1970's saw the beginning of the 

second phase of cold war. There were developments all around 

which threatened the U.S. interests. An Islamic revolution 

in Iran meant end of a cosy relationship with the United 

~;:;t.::ltes a.nd installation of an anti-American regime. 

the entering of Russians in Afghanistan in 

Mor'e 

threatened the U.S. supremacy in the region. It was seen as 

a pa1·'t ·of a g1·'and Soviet d(.esign to r·each \I'Jal·'m ~rJatet' oceans 

of the Gulf and Capture the source of most precious 

pet1·'o l eum. President Reagan won the 1980 elections with a 

promise to fight the 'evil empire' and regain U.S. supremacy 

i n t h E lrJO t' 1 d • And so it began a no-holds-barred affair 

between the Soviets and Americans. In this situation, 

naturally, foreign aid assumed a stronger political colour. 

Indeed, the 1980's saw aid programmes increasingly 

being used to achieve strategic and political interests of 

the U .. S .. The g1·'and aid offer' of $ 3.2 billion to F'akistan 

was nothing but the result of political calculations as 

Pakistan assumed the Front-line state status to wage a 

covert war against Soviet forces in Afghanistan of course, 

we will come to·this later in details. 
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These were other examples of aid politicking 

1n the 1980's. When Zimbabwe became independent in 1980 the 

u.s. moved quickly to establish a bilateral a. i d p r-og r' am mE· 

ther-e. On 1981 and 1982, U.S. aid to Zimbabwe reached $ 75 

million per year i~tended to facilitate development process 

and recovery and also warm relations with U.S. The 

Zimbabwe government though idealogically Marxist, wc::1s not 

pro-soviet, was strategicaly located in Southern Africa and 

was politically influential in the region. As ~Ji th most 

other bilateral U.S. aid programmes, the one in Zimbabwe 

served a mix of political and economic objectives. But by 

1985 this amount was reduced gradually from $ 64 million in 

1983 to $ 40 million in 1984 and to $ 30 million in 1985. 

The official reason for this decrease was federal budget 

cons tt· a i n t s . 1·-lowever-, it i<= t'at·e fm-· U.S. bilatet·al aid to 

be cut by as much as the Zimbabwe programmes were without 

the purpose of signalli~' dissatisfaction or punishing the 

recipient government for policies the U.S. does not like. In 

Zimbabwe's case, the U.S. disapproved both of that 

abstention on the U.N. SeCLWi ty COLinC i l 

Resolution condemning the Soviet Union for Shooting down 

Korean Airlines Flight 007 and of the active support 

Z imbabvJe lent to the Secut·i ty council 

ct·iticizing the U.S. invasion of G1··enada. 

21. 'Aft-ica Repot·t ', t·1cH'ch, 1991. 
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The reduction in Us aid to Zimbabwe was part of a growing 

pattern of cases where U.S. aid to Africa was raised, 

changed, Frozen or eliminated based upon 

recipient countries' stands as issues of importance to the 

u.s .. C3hana provided another f-~>:ample u.s. official 

development assistance was frozen in April, 1983 ~"Jhrm a 

Ghanaian official accused the U.S. Embassy of supporting coup 

p !otter's. u.s. demanded a public apalogy with which the 

Ghan. '.i3.n govt. did not comply. 

In 1979 two revolutions broke the t'e l at i ve 

tranquility of the Caribbean Basin - in Grenada the New 

Jewel Movement overthrew the corrupt government of Sit' 

Et' i c Gai t'Y and in Nicaragua the Sandinistas 

Victorious over the Somaza regime after a brutal civil war. 

In 1980 a coup ousted a dwmocratically elected government in 

Surinam and the new military strongm3n Lt. colonel Desi 

Bouterse quickly opened relations with Cuba, Nicaragua and 

T~ese events awakened American fears about losing 

control over a region regarded as its sphere of influence. 

Between 1980 ad 1983 the Reagan administration 

pursued a policy of reassertionism by increasing military 

aid to friendly nations and hostility to these governments 

that were not pro-U.S. In this atmosphere, the importance 

of foreign aid, both in military and economic terms, was 

magnified as political consideration dominated who got what 

c:\Ti d ~"h y. 
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Grenada, Nicaragua and Surinam after December 1982, got 

little from the United states. Guyana, with its non-aligned 

foreign policy and open sympathy to the new wave of leftist 

groups in the Caribbean Basin also found its aid packages 

from the United stated smaller and loans from international 

financial Institutions not forthcoming. In Oct. 1983 the 

Grenadian Revolution ended in a Bloody internal struggle for 

power followed by an American-led invasion. Later Cubans 

were fo~ced out of Surinam, and Cuban- started airport in 

Grenada was completed by the Americans. Consequently an 

Eastern Caribbean defence force was created and equipped by 

the U.S. , and millions of dollars were pumped into the 

Eastern Caribbean island states. In August 1981, 

Washington vetoed a $20 million loan for Guyana from the 

Inter- American Development Bank, while at the same time 

American assistance for its allies in the Eastern Tier, the 

Greater Antilles and Central America was plentiful. 

Indeed, in 1983~ the Chairman of the sub-committee 

on Foreign Assistance of the Senate Appropriationa Committee 

sucessfully sponsored a bill that required an annual report 

on the degree of support of U.S. foreign policy by countries 

in the United Nations. The data on voting at U.N. were 

intended to be used in determining levels of foreign 

aid. Over a period of time, the U.S Ambassador to the United 

States enunciated, a country's votes reflect its choices 

about values and priorities. 

29 



Keeping in with this policy has been reduction in 

u.s. contributions to the International Development 

Association, the soft-loan window of the World Bankll.D.A. 

IDA is widely regarded as the most efficient and effective 

source of external support for development especially for 

the poorest countries on highly concessional terms. Because 

I D A makes loans on such concessional terms, it must be 

replenished periodically to continue its operations. 

Developed countries are the main source of contributions to 

I D A with the U.S. providing 25% - the largest single share 

The Reagan Govt. in 1985 refused to support an increase to 

the $ 16 billion level over three years as the seventh 

replenishment. While again the principal reasons g1ven was 

budget constraints and the belief that congress would not 

appropriate a higher annual level. But these reasons do not 

fully explain the matter. The administration's main 

objection to I D . is its inability to control aid provided 

through that institution. By their nature, multilateral 

institutions do not allow any one donor to determine 

policies or programmes. Therefore, loans from multilateral 

institutions does make that aid less useful than bilateral 

aid in advancing national political and security objectives 

abroad. 
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Before concluding it is pertinent to point out 

that this aid politicking is not confined to U.S .. Soviet 

Union has not been far behind. Following Secretary of State 

George C. Marshall's commencement Address at Harvard in 

June, 1947, several of the Eastern bloc countries evinced 

interest 1n co-operating with West European countries and 

the United States in the economic reconstruction of Europe. 

This forced Soviet Union into action. While warning them of 

the prospects of er1slavement to U.S., it announced loans and 

aid for East European countries. In Jan. 1948, a $450 

million loans to cover machinery imports and the 

construction of a new steel mill at Nova Huta for Poland was 

announced. As Yugoslavia defected from the Soviet bloc, they 

extended about $ 10 million in loans to Rumania and agreed 

that Romania could cancel half of its debt to U.S.S.R. 

Much the same type of aid was provided to Bulgaria, which 

obtained a $ 5 :Ilion loans and was permitted to reduce 

reparation payments and postpone the payment of certain 

other debts. The Soviets even found it necessary to extend 

economic credit to Czechoslovakia. It was admittedly a 

modest beginning. However, after the Polish and Hungarian 

uprisings of 1956, Soviets came with massive aid programmes 

to help them. The Soviet aid to East Europe rose from little 

more than zero in 1954 and 1955 to approximately $ 620 

million in direct loans in 1956 and $ 500 million in 1957. 

In addition roughly $ 2 billion in 1956 and $ 500 million in 

1957 were provided in the form of loan cancellations and 
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Economic Assistance <COMECON! was created in Jan, 1949 with 

a purpose to facilitate ecomom1c relations between members 

of the bloc by promoting economic integration and mutual 

growth and the expansion of trade. In the mid 1950's, as the 

field o·f Ea~;t. West countries shifted to the non 

Communist world, the Russians sought to increase their 

in f 1 ut: .. 102 by mc:tk ing i rwoads into €i.r··v.::•C!.S long undet·· the 

ird' luenc:e of tl···,e u. s. C'lrid its t•JE?S t; Eu ,-·up t:!an al 1 ies. As a 

challenger to the status quo the Russians had to adopt a 

much more generous policy than was necP~sary in Eastern 

Eut'ope. Wherever possible, the Sussians encouraged anti 

colonial sentiments arJ the formation of independent states. 

It ~as anticipated that ultimately these governments would 

b~ transformed into communist regimes - the goal foreseen by 

Lenin and others who argued that the 1 uad to London and 

Paris lay through Asia and Africa. Soviet aid could help 

produce this desired result. As the feud between China and 

the Soviet Union intensified in the 1960's, foreign aid was 

used for a new political purpose, both countries use it to 

increase their national prestige at the other's expense. 

It is in the field of public t'E.~lations:. that the F:ussia.ns. 

appear to be at their best. The Soviet Union was able to 

announce its willingness to finance the 'tlStt·Jan Dam ' in 

Egypt soon after the Americans withdrew. They reacted the 



same way after the U.S. decided against financing the Bokaro 

steel mill in India. 

Most important result of this aid politicking over the 

years made neutralism or non alignment practical 

alternative. The very existence of an alternative provided 

needed leverage for the numerous countries that obtained 

their independence in the 1950's and 1960's. Alas, this state 

of affairs was to end with the end of cold war and the 

reconcil·iation between the two super powers. 
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CHAPTER - II 

COLD WAR AND US-PAK AID RELATIONS 

The relationship between the United States and Pakistan has 

seen many ups and downs. But one can still easily make out a 

pattern which suggests an alliance of convenience in which 

the United States was generous in offers of aid wherever it 

found Pakistan serving its strategical interests and 

whenever Pakistan does not seem to fit that role the 

relations have become lukewarm. Consequently_ at the peaks of 

cold war, the United States always came forward with large 

economic and military aid, and whenever there appeared a 

thaw 1n this cold war, Pakistan saw declining aid 

commitments. 

As early in October 1947, the head of Pakistan 

presented a memorandum to the US department of state 

requesting a loan of approx. $2 billion spread over a period 

of about 5 years for meeting Pakistan's financial and 

military requirements. The state department however turned 

down Pakistani request as it didnot wish to do anything that 

might mean a 
1 

'virtual US military responsibilty for 

Pakistan·. Viewing regional contingencies in the context of 

its global posture towards the Soviet Union, the Truman 

Adminstration had 'neither the time nor the resources to 
2 

spare for Pakistan·. 

1. Records of the Military Advisor of Near Eastern Affairs<NEAl 
cited in Venkataramani,21. 

2. ibid,32. 
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It was, of course not surprising as the United States had not yet 

discovered Pakistan's role in its cold war strategy. {mel 

consequently during 1947-49 the US adopted a rather indifferent 

attitude towards the sub-continent. 

India a Factot·· ill US-··F'ak F:eJ.ation~. 

Indeed, initially the US viewed India as a 

potential ally in the region. India's size, natut'al 

resources and its population were all considered to be the 

best av~ilable consortium and strength imparting factors 

that could be marshalled against China in the East. From the 
3 4 

C::\ppointment o·f en\,.oys to th£: e>:tension of invitation to 

heads of governments; the US initially accorded India 

significantly more importance that Pakistan. The Amet'ican 

admiration for Nehru was clearly demonstrated during his 

visit to the US in October 1949 when he was compared to 

America's George Washington and the 'Washington Post 
5 

called Nehru 'the World's most popular individual'. 

But that phase did not last for long as Nehru 

condemned the bipolarisation of the world and the creation 

of military blocs and declared that the greatest threat to 

··-·. 

4. 

While charle W.Lewis the Consul General in Karachi 
was raised to the status of Consul and charge d' 
Affairs ad interim pending the appointment of an 
Ambassador, a senior diplomat Henry F. Grady 
was appointed as US Ambassador to India. 

Nehru was invited first to US. Liaqat Ali Khan of 
Pakistan was extended an invitation only after 
Moscow had already invited him. 

Cited in G.M. Burke, Pakistan's foreign policy 
histot'ical anvlysis, p 120, London, 1973. 



the world came from '1mperialism'. This naturally angered 

and disappointed Americans. India's in 

JOining the West in declaring that North Korea was the 

aggressor generated considerable support for India in the 

US. However India'~ refusal to condemn China for its role in 

the Korean war disappointed India's friends in the US. While 

on the other hand although Pakistan didnot condemn China for 

its role in the Korean war 7 it neverthelesswas the only 

Asian nation to hold that the UN trc1ps should not have 

stopped at the 38th parallel but crossed over to the 

Northern part as well. Writing about the Indian stance, the 

'New York Times' wrote 

I! One can feel certain that history will condemn 

the Nehru policy as well intentioned but timid, shod~ 

6 
sightf2d a.nd it·r·esponsible". 

6. NYT, 12 Oct. 1950 cited in FLC Gupta, 'US policy tm·Jat·ds India 
8< P.,:\k', Delhi, 1977. 
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In the same vein, the s0me paper called Nehru the 'lost 

1 eD.der' · and referred to Pakistan as America's one sure 

in South Asia. Later, when US convened a conference 

1n San Franc1sco to conclude the Japanese Peace Treaty 

along with a security agreement with Japan, Pakistan signed 

it and voiced str·ong supplwt to it. India, on the-: other·· 

hand, refused to attend this conference and criticized the 

· Pakistan support to US foreign policy objectives 

during the Korean war, support for the 'Uniting for Peace' 

resolution and the Japanese Peace Treaty especially when 

viewed in comparison to India's attitude, 

appreciated by the Americans. While India was viewed as an 

appeaser of China in the wake of the Korean crisis, Pakistan 

found an image of a staunch supporter of the West. 

· !anwh i le, disillusionment the 

intervention of chinese 'volunteers' in Korea as well as 

developments in Southeast Asia and the Middle East led to a 

reappraisal of US policy towards South Asia. A statement of 

policy prepared by the staff of the National Security 

Council and approved by President Truman on 25 January 1951, 

assserted that the United States must "hencefot·'th morE' 

frequently accept calculated risks in attacking the problems 
7 

of South P1sia". 

7. NSC Staff study 98/1. Documents of the National 
Council. citE.~d in M.S.Veni-::atat'amc.u·~i, "The ?~mE-?r':ican 
:i.n P.:~kistan", 19L!·7·-195B, p.137. 
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"Air' bases at such places as l<at~achi, Ra~Jalpindi 

and Lahore in Pakistan would be nearer a larger 
portion of Soviet territory including the 
industrialized area east of the Urals, than bases 
in any other available location in Asia or the Near 
East " Pakistan was ccmsi den:.~d mot''e 1 ike 1 y to 
follow a policy of "t~athet~ close association ~Jith 

t-JE-?stet~n democt~acies" in t~esisting communist 
aggression and to grant such military rights in 
South Asia as the US Govt.had may determine to be 

8 
~2ssential". 

For that matter US was prepared to offer a similar 

understanding with India as with Pakistan if the former was 

"willing to ac:CE)pt thE~ same commitments ~Jith t'eg.::n'd to the 

utilization of it~ forces on the western f t'ont or·~ 

9 
e 1 sewhet·'e". 

Even now however the US was not in faVOLW of 

commitments of aid to Pakistan. ConsE.'quen t 1 ),. , Pakistant 

requests for military supplies were refused by saying that 

the US was already committed to supplying m i 1 i tat'Y 

equipment for several parts of the world, especially for the 

armies in Korea.It was also pointed out that it was 

difficult for the US authorities to give much consideration 

to supplying arms to a country which didnot have a problem 

of internal security or was not in need of protection from 
10 

outside aggt'e~::.sion". 

8. ibid. p 138-39. 

9. US department of State, 'Fm-eign Relations of the US, '1951,\.Jc:ll 
VI pa~-t 2,1667. Cited in F:ashmi Jain, 'US-F'ak F:elations 
1947-83' p.7 

lO.Memorandum of conversation between Assistant Secy. of 
McGhee and M.Ikramullah, former secy of Pakistan, 18 
1951,cited in Rashmi Jain,7. 
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It was only after the assasination of Liaquat Ali 

l<han that the Truman Administration supplied a modest 

quantum of arms to Pakistan as a gesture to the new reg1me 

of Ghulam Mohammad, which was considered in Washington to be 

F' t'o--f':imer' i c:: an. 

As its final testament to the incoming Eisenhower 

Administration, the Secretaries of Stale and Defence of the 

Tt'Umi::"\n Administt'atiu: submitted c-.:\ t'epc:wt to the National 

SecLwity· council (19 Jan,195~:;.) 1n which they obset'ved that" 

the strenthening of Pakistan on the Eastern flank of I t·'an, 

1n con,iunction vJith Tut·-·kish Stt·'ength on the Not·'th~>Jest 

would exercise stabilizing influence 1n the area The 

first instalments of substantial military aid to Pakistan 

should be supplied at an early date 1 prov~ded this can be 

done in a manner which doesnot involve unmanageable problems 
1l 

with India". 

Pakistan, a confit'm A~_ly 

The election to the White House of the Republican President 

DvJight D. Eisenhower in the beginning of 1953 and 

appointment of John Fostor Dulles as the Secretary of State 

quickened the pace of emerging American perception of South 

l~s i a. It finally saw the end of the regard for Indian 

Susceptibilities and beginning of strong military ties 

ll.Documents of the NSC, cited in Venkataramani, p201. 
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between Pakistan and the US. 

During his inaugral address 'E i. senhowet~ 

m<:3.de it c:le<:H' that the "pt·'oven ft~iends of f1·~eedom" - meanin<:..:J 

nations which shared with washington its abhorrence for the 

communist system - would find special favour in Washington. 
12 

The Secy. of State saw the struggle against communism as a 

moral cru~ade. In his belief there was no place for 'fencE2 

sitters'~ either a nation could be pro-Soviet or pro-US and 

India came in the former category because of its refusal to 

side with Americans in Cold War calculations. 

The new Administration, therefore completely tilted 

in favour of Pakistan as it sought the co-operation of 

Pakistan 1n promoting its global objectives, especially in 

in order to contain its main adversary the 

Soviet Union. F'. istan which had pet'sistently been keen to 

forge closer ties with the United States appeared only too 

willing to assume obligations which would ensLwe us 

military and economic assistance. Things became urgent when 

in 1954 the Soviet Union exploded a thermonuclear device 

breaking the US monopoly and for the first time Americans 

felt really threatened. 

12. Burke, p.159 
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To most Americans the issue at stake was nothing 

than national survival. To counter this new threat, military 

strategists thought of establishing a string of bases around 

the Soviet Union .and China, the so-called 'enc i r··c: 1 emen t 

strategy'.In this context, military bases in Pakistan~ 

its strategic location was both 

desirable and obtainable. 

Pakistan's importance increased in the eyes of the 

Pentagon in the context of the non-availability of the vital 

'suez base' facility following the Egyptian revolution and 

erosion of the western position Iran consequent on 

accesion to power of Dr. Mossadeq. It was concluded that 

achieving a co-operative attitide on the part of Pakistan 

called for offering it modern and sophisticated military 

equipment, 

The 't·1ost-·Fa .. /OLWed B.ll:L 

The announcement of military aid to Pakistan was made on 25 

February 1954, i.e. soon after Pakistan signed a Friendship 

Treaty with Turkey. The announcement of military aid was 

folloli'Jed in quick succession by the signing of the US-

Pakistan Mutual Defence Ag,~eement (19 1'1ay, 1954) 1 thE' 

fot'mation of the Southe!ast Asi<J Tt'eaty Ot'gani:.cC~.tion 

(September 1954) and the Baghdad Pact in 1955. 
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The Mutual Defence Agreement of 1954 provided for the 

United States to supply Pakistan with "Such equipment, 

m<3. ter· i Cll set"v' 1 ces ot- other···. ass is tanc::e" <:.'1<::. it dE~emec:! 

necessary to strengthen Pakistan. However, Art(2l o·f the 

Agreement clearly stated '' The Government of Pakistan will 

use this assistance exclusivelY to maintain its inter·nal 

security, its legitimate self-defence ... Pakistan will not 
13 

under·take any act of a~rgt•ession against othet' nation." It 

1s noteworthy in this context that while action on India's 

request for two million tonnes of foodgrains was taken after 

million tonnes of wheat elicited prompt action on thE::· 

part of Washington. 

The signing of Baghdad Pact in 1955 ( 1 a b::~t- named 

CENTO, after Iraq withdrew in 1958 leav1ing Iran, Tud=:ey ..• 

[lt' ita in and Pakistan) was significant for it f i r·ml y 

0~tablished Pakistan's place in American cold war strategy. 

Although the United States was not a signatory to the pact, 

it was wholly an American creation. Never· the 1 ess, a.n :-: i ous; 

,:.:~bout its formal non-membership in the treaty~ the US 

Congress through a resolution in 1958 demonstrated the 

importance it attached to the area and the member nations. 

Paragraph(4) of this resolution authorized the US govt. to 

enter into separate agreements with the members of the CENTO 

1n accordance with 'existing congressioncll authorization' 

for their security and defence. Drawing legitimacy from this 

13. Ci tE·d in Bud::e, p, 167. 
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r··e~~olution the United StE1tes concluded bila.tet'al ar,~t-eement~; t•Jith 

1 9~8. 

Turkey and Pakistan. These agreements became effective 

" The GovL of Pakistan is detet···m:i.nE~d to 
resist aggression. In case of aggression against 
F'c.ik is tan, the Govt. of P<:~k i stan, the Govt. c:d' 
United States of America, will take such 
appropriate action, including the use of armed 
forces, as may be mutually agreed upon and is 
envisaged in the joint resolution to promote peace 
and stability in the Middle East, in order to 

1.4 
as~:;ist the Govt. o·f Pakistan at its t'equE.'s;t." 

in 

The 'existing congressional authorization' was a real catch. For 

it t·'es t t' i c ted the use of US forces only in the event of a 

communist aggression' and not in a conflict with a non-communist 

neighbour, for instance. 

!:: 
..... ;\, 
_, )l 

containrn t 

1959 Pakistan was well 

devices. Dulles:. 

ensconced lfl us 

1 at'ge e:-:tent 

responsible for assigning Pakistan the 'link' function in 

the US alliances and thereby increasing its importance for 

the US. He was of the strong conviction that overlapping 

membership would help co-operation and consultations among 

the treaty members while strengthening the very purpose of 

these alliances. Besides helping to forge links between 

.::d 1 iancc~s:., Pakistan was viewed as a Muslim nation well 

placed to help fot··m a 'belt of 1•1uslirn nations as:.&. bat·'r'ier' 

14. Cited on 1-IC~.r-·old {L HaVf2y, "US 1"1ilitc::q··y As<::. is tar1cE~ 

?i s:.tudy of politics and pt'actices", p.285,t\lew '{c:wi::j:l.'765 .. 
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against international communism and i~6 design on West Asian 

Cl i 1 

II Gl.':-~ .. :i. ci. F' !"' 0 Q lJ () II 

Conse~~~ntly, Pakistan obt~ined large quantities of 

arms and other forms of assistance which would have been 

otherwise difficult to come by. This served Pakistan well 

fat' it 11 •·Jas pEH'fect ly v.,1i 11 ing to E!>:chi=.t.nge base l·'ights, 

treaty commitments and her U.N. vote for a reliable flow of 
15 

I'Jeapons and political =~uppc:n-·t against Indi.:.1." 

In July 1959, the two countries entered into an 

agreement about establishment of a communications unit at 

Peshawar in Pakistan which the US had sought for a long 

time. In fact, the United States gained the use of an 

airfield at Peshawar for intelligence - gathering missions 

and a massive electronic observation post both located at 

Peshav-Jat'. This base served as the staging area for' the 

high flying U-2 reconnaissance aircrafts whose photography 

missions over Soviet Union and China were cons i det'ed 

strategically indespensable. In addition, Pakistan provided 

the United States with a relatively pliant ally which 

supported the American approach on many ln tel'na t i anal 

i s~;ues, including suez crisis, the landing of American 

i t:" 
...!. Stephen P. Cohen . , 11 US weapons and Sou tt-·, i-~s i a : A 

policy analysis 11 Stt-ate.•gic Di~=:tE'st, Delhi, 1977. 
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in Lebanon, the question of chinese representat1on 

in the 'United Nations and on Formosa. The signing of the 

Treaty of Friendship and commerce in Nov. 1959 facilitated 

the entry of American private capital and investment. 

However, the alliance also facilitated substantial 

aid to Pakistan in the form of US military hardware, 

training and security supporting assistance. 1954 

and 1965 when the US military ass1stance programme to 

Pakistan terminated the US programmed $ 672 million in 

direct transfers of defence material and services and almost 

S 700 million in security supporting assistance and defence 

r-elated PL 480 Title I grants. During the same period, 

Pakistan bought some $35 million in military material throgh 
16 

the fore1gn military sales programme. 

Furthermore substantial economic aid was provided 

fot~ f os tet·~ i ng economic devPlopment, a.t time~:; 

constituted as much as 40 percent of Pakistan's total budget 

outlays. During the 1950's total US economic assistance to 

Paki~.;tan amounted to$ 960 million or 80 percent of total 

fot'e i gn assistance. The US bilateral programme reached 

its zenith during the decade 1958-68 when the US .commited 

approximately $2.8 billion. In the early 1960s, annual 

commitments approached the $400 million mark. vJithin the 

second five year plan period (1960-65) the US pt'ovided 

per··cent of the total foreign assistance received 

l6. CongJ'ession 
1.97-:: cited 

Hearings~ 93rd Cong,In. First 
in 'F~ashmi Jain·, p.l5. 
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Pakistan, covering per··c:ent of the gover·nmen t .. "'' 
17 

development budget and 45 percent of its import bill. 

The ei:'H' 1 y i' oc us !':;ed on technical 

assistance and disaster relief, but increasingly shifted, 

particularly after 1958 to capital assistance, providing the 

ba~nc in f r·"·as tt-·uc tu r·'e of the nc.\tion, on 

development problems such a c~ 
~ -· inc t"·east:~d industt'ia.l 

agricultural production i. mp t'OVt.~d pub l .1 .. adminish'aticm, 

expanded social and essential capital equipment. The US was 

also Pakistan's most important trading partner. 

Indeed, the impressive economic growth of Pakistan 

in the later 1950's and the 1960's was largely because of US 

aid. economic aid also s t r·engthened the 

administrative capacities of the central govet'nment and 

thus bought time for the resolution of internal political 

d iff i C Lt l t i E!S. 

l7. USAID, A Review of United States Dev. Assistance to 

Pakistan 1952-1980 & Congressional Hearings ,97th 

Cong Ist Sess. 16 Sept 1981. Cited in F:ashmi Jain, 

p .. 15 
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The 1960's on the whole can be regarded as a 

watersh~d in international relations. This df~c:ade w i tnE~ss;ed 

the abatement of the brinkmanship policies of the cold war. 

,:-:,1 though thE 1960's was a period of transition from the 

politics of cold war, the 1970's was a decade of 'compulsive 

negotia.tions' 'dptente ··. Irievitably, ,:\long with the 

change in the perception of the Superpowers, a re-alignment 

of forces and a review of costs and benefits and the 

reliance on military alliances was only natural. The 

perceived threat which accompanied the cold war thinking 

became less convincing, more so in view of the increasing 

evidence of the split between the Soviet Uhion and China. 

Not all the allies were regarded as of continuing importance 

in the changing context. The importance of America's allies 

in the crit1cal area of western europe remained lar-gely 

unaffected. On the other hand, allies in the regions of only 

pet'iphet .. ·al lost their significance for the US. 

Pakistan was one such nation. Thi~ was primarily because the 

United States had no significant economic or military 

interests in Pakistan or in South Asia for that matter. US 

trade with Pakistan was almost negligible. Neither did it 

have any large economic investments in this South Asian 

nation nor was Pakistan the source of any stt'ategic 

mater·· i ;:;~ J. s . Even during the height of the cold war south 
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asia's importance was only 'derivative·. Policy makers 

assessed it in terms of the extent US policy in the region 

could affect other areas and greater American interest such 

as West and South East Asia. South Asia being an area of 

only marginal importance Pakistan was not important for the 

US except for a brief 'interlude' when it had some 

reconnaissance and monitoring bases in Pakistan. 

Thus, when it appeared that the communist powers 

would not be in a position to pursue 'expansionist policies' 

especially in Asia there appeared to be no mean1ng in 

continuing washington's militry strengthening of those 

nations whose importance was only in as much as they could 

contribute to the encirclement policy. The tense jockeying 

for technical advantage around the globe which characterised 

the cold war days was now replaced by subtler stretegies. 

Also, the 1960's witnessed an unprecedented growth of Soviet 

military might which eroded American military superiority. 

Faced with the approach of Pari tv 
J ' 

the superpowers 

recognised that the peace between them would rest on the 

tenous concept of 'mutual assured destruction'. Under such 

circumstances when the cold war .enmities were sought to be 

tempered down and there appeared no direct communist threat. 

Pakistan, whose utility rested on the contribution it could 

make to the containment policy in an area of relative 

unimportance was relegated by American Planners to the 

status of a vestige. 

4-8 



Moreover the spectacular progress in 1'1i. 1 i tar··v 

technology especially the development of long range nuclear

head mi.=i!:>i.lc~;~ ·;it~tually· did aw<':l."]' ~'Jith the m-?ed fo1·- "bc:\~'iE:~~:;" 

close to the enemy territory. This meant further decline in 

the Pakistan's utility to the US. The attempts by the 

Pakistan to improve its relationship with China, especially 

after the Sinn-Indian War of 1962 was definitely a setback 

to thL US - Pak relations. It was quite evident that the 

Pakistan's membership in American security schemes was 

sought tc.1 con ta. in alleged chi nE-?SE·2 

0:~:-:pansion ism. Now with the growing Sino-Pak relation the 

very purpose behind the Pak's membership in SEATO and CENTO 

got defeated. On the other hand, the extra zeal an the part 

of Pc.'\kistan to forge closer ties ~""' i th China 

the latter being its 'enemy's enemy'. In 

March, 1963 a border agreement was signed between China and 

Pakistan, ar·,cj the fu: ·.u<::~~-~ in its-, ea1·'nestness to impt'ove its 

relations with India's enemy ceded large chunks of disputed 

land to it. This border agreement was quickly followed by an 

a it' .::~g t'eemen t · between the two nations which made the 

Pakistan the first non-communis~ nation to be accorded the 

landing rights in China. 

The close relationship that was being established 

between China and Pakistan could not but spawn adverse 

l""'ec·:"tCtions in the US. (\·fter' the 'ait' aC)I"'f':~effiE'nt' WaS signedj 

the US suspended a promised loan of $4.3 million to Pakistan 
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and threatened further action if US supplied spare parts 

were used by the Pakistan International Airlines at the 

chinese airports. Bhutto wrote that the 

increasing contacts with China even resulted in the 

"cc.incellation Di' an irr.;itation tel Ayub ~:::han to vi·:;i.t the us~ 

the pos tponemE?n t. in July 1965 of {\ id--to--Pak i st.:m consm~t i urn 
18 

. meeting' the F'a.k i. stan embar'gO of at·ms dUt' i ng the 1.965 ~·Ji':W II n 

the US imposed arms embargo on both India and 

Pakistan in the event of 1965 war. Assistance on grant basis 

to Pakistan was terminated in 1967 and the same year~ the US 

Military Supply Mission and the Military Assistance Advisory 

GroupCMAAGl in Pakistan was withdrawn. Even when the embargo 

was slightly modified in 1966, it was only to the extent that 

Pakistan could receive 'spare parts' for previously supplied 

'non-lethal· equipment on a 'case-by-case basis' on credit 

or cash. Indeed, a declassified US defence department record 

revealed that although Pakistan purchased arms worth $60.1 

million and India $11.6 milion from 1965 to 1971, India 

received $10.9 million in aid while the amount in regard to 
19 

Pakistan was only $0.6 million. The figures truly tell the 

story of friends drifting apart. 

18. z u 1 'f j_ k 2W {) 1 i Bh u t t 0 'New Directions' p.49, !London,1980). 

19. 'As:i.an F\(:C~cm-der'' (Delhi) I.Jol.18, 17-27 June, 1972 p.10835. 
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1969, it reflected a desire on the part of the Americans to 

adjust their foreign policy to the new i r·1 t e I'' n i::\ t i on a 1 

~::it:uc:'t.ti.on much nf?c:essitc.'lted by the tt-z:<.uma o·f vietnam ~-Jc:\1"' .. It 

emphasized that the US should not directly get involved in 

distant conflicts and instead it decided to encourage the 

important nations In Asia to assume the burden of 

security with appropriate militarv and economic assistance 

·f t'om the US. 

But although the Nixon Doctrine's focus was on 

strengthening the nations of Asia through an 'elaborate' aid 

policy with the US ready to fulfill " its. commitments itJhile 

looking to friends and allies to play a greater role 1n 
2\) 

pt'OViding fot' the it' o\•m ch·:dence " the US had no 

intentions of extending such ass~stance to F'ak i star .. 1. 

Nixon while identifying nations that were to be given the 

'elabot'ate' aid.1 ignot-·ed F'c1kistan. In contt-ast, n;;_.;,~.ions like 

South r<ot'ea, Gr'eece, Republic of China, I t'an and ~.laud i 

Arabia among other nations figured prominently. That is not 

to deny, of course, tremendous support extended to Pakistan 

by US during Indo-Pak War of 1971. And even 

2(>. Policy for the 1970's. ThL> emer'<;,l ing 

stt'uctut'e of Peace, A Report to the congress by 

Richard Nixon. 9 Feb 1972. · Depat'tmen t of State 

Bul1€~1.:J.n, 13 t·1at'c:h 1977 p.397 
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decision to make a limited exception to its embargo on 

arms for Pakistan and to offer to sell items of 

military equipment in October 1970. But even then Nixon 

limitr-::d e>:c:epti.on 11 to the f?tnbar·go and 11 not an opening of 

the gat£25 II to a nenewal of a regular annual 
21 

mi 1 i tar-·y 

assistance programme. It was widely believed to be the 

result of Pakistani help to Nixon Administration in seeking 

a rapprochment with China. In fact, Pakistan played a 

significant role as a channel to China during Kissinger's 

secret trip to Beijing in July 1970. 

Apart from political support to Pakistan during 1971 war, 

USA also endeavoured to help Pakistan in the 

rehabilitation of its war-damaged economy from January 1972 

to May 1973, the US provided over $300 million to assist 

Pakistan's ~rogramme of economic recovery. The United States 

also provided $51 million - 22% of the total emergency 

debt relief of $234 million agreed upon by Aid-to-Pakistan 

consortium in May 1972 for the 26-month peri6d ending 30 
22 

June 1973. The United States thus maintained its position 

as the largest single donor among the Aid-to Pakistan 

consortium group of western countries. 

21. New Yod:: Times, 
Gupta. ·us Policy 
Delhi. 

11 Oc::tober-,1970, cited in 
towards India & Pak' p.31, 

R.C 
( 1977) 

22. Statement by Assistant Adm. of AID bureau for Asia, 15 

March, 1973 cited in Rashmi Jain, p.40. 
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The arms embargo on military supplies to Pakistan 

was also relaxed. On 14 March 1973 Washington decided to 

fulfil outstanding contractual obligations to Pakistan for 

limited quantities of military equipment whose delivery had 

been suspended in 1971. The de~ision provided for the 

release of approx. $1.1 million in miscellaneous spare 

parts, parachutes and a1rcraft engines previously ordered, 

but barred from shipment by the 1971 embargo. The 

relaxation, however limited military sales to non-lethal end 

items and spare parts only for equipment previously supplied 

by the United States. This was not to the satisfaction of 

Pakistan as Prime Minister Bhutto made it clear during his 

visit to the US 1n september 1973 that what they were 

interested was not obsolete spare parts but in red-hot 

weapons. Washington however refused to budge on this issue. 

Gerald Ford, who succeeded President Nixon after the 

Watergate .'candal, continued Nixon's policy of friendship 

towards Pakistan. Though the heydays of this relationship 

were over long back. The modest aid flows continued. In 

1974, the A.I.D. proposed a loan of $7.6 million and about 

$300,000 annually in dollar grants over the next five years 

for the development of a national agricultural research 

network; loan of about $30 million in Financial Year <FY) 

23. Statement by Nayes, 20 March,1973,US interests in and 
policies toward South Asia,B7-9 cited in Rashmi Jain,p.40 



1975 for the constrution of a plant to manufacture urea from 

Pakistan's abundant supplies of natural gas, and another S15 

million AID loan to modernise cottonseed oil extraction 
::~l 

plants. The arms embargo continued however till 1975 when 

it was lifted following Prime Minister Bhutto's visit to the 

US in F<-::~b. 1975. The Amer··ice:\n congt~e~ss in per'm:i.ttin<;J the 1Ci·--

year embargo to be lifted insisted that transactions with 

Pakistan be on a cash basi~ and carried out under strict 

Following Pokharan explosion by India in May, 1974, 

Pa.k i stan, too intensified its nuclear programme. In this 

pLwsui t .1 Pakistan signed a bilateral agreement with France 

for the purchase of a plutonium reprocessing plant in March 

1976. The agreement worth $150 million became a subject of 

cons i der'ab 1 e con t r'ovet's:.y between F'ak i star · ~' the United 

States and a major irritant in their relations, with the US 

exerting pressure on both Pakistan and France to abandon the 

contract. Repeated warnings were issued to Pakistan that its 

military supplies and economic aid would be cut off under 

the 'Symington Amendment', if it went ahead with the nuclear 

repro~essing plan deal. 

24. Congressional Hearings~ 'South Asia 1974 :Political,Economic 
and Agricultural challenges (Washington~1974> pp.::-7. 
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Assuming of Presidency bv Democrat Jimmy 

Ci::\ ,- t E.'r·· 1n 1977 saw fast deterioration in US-Pak relations 

i ·::.sue~. [vE::r, otl··,er·~·J i :::.E·~ P ::~k i. s t c<.n · s g<'!!Dgr··p~:;i·l i c 

location was of dwindling interest to the US s1nr~ Iran had 

become the US listening post and ~:ong with Saudi Arabia~ 

the principal support ~f US in West Asia. The US was seeking 

to negotiate j~~elf and the Soviets out of the Indian ocean 

power race. Pakistan's other key asset in its relations with 

t:hE:·~ United ~;:;t<':ltes~ in thE• Ni>:DII yt-:~·::\1·<:; had dis::.appei:l.t"'t:•:: sinCF! 

now had direct access to Ch inc:• ... 

Brezezinski's thesis that the United States should idt:mtify 

its interests in the Third World with those of II t'E!giona.l 

in f l LJer·, t :i .. :;;·~ l ~=- '' ( Ir·,d:i.a 1 r·, South A::; i a.) t··ef 1 ec ted ·fur·thet' 

dovJng I"Eld i ng of Pakistan's importance by 

Administration. Carter years saw passing of the Nuclear Non-

prufileration Act of 1977 and the Glenn and Symington 

I 

amendments to the foreign Assistance Act, which banned 

security assistance to countries engaged in the production 

of nuclear material outside of international co~trols. 

Pakistan's refusal to give up its french contract of the 

f····epi·'oce::;si.ng plant~ invited punitive actions by· the US trJhich 

suspended all new development aid and project assistance to 

Pakistan in April 1977. Moreover, the Carter Administration 

lobbied in international financial institutions to curtail 

aid to Pakistan. Thus the September 1977 meeting of the Aid-

to-Pakistan consortium was cancelled ostensibly on the 

ground that these institutions could not make new pledges 



prior to elections in Pakistan. Washington also took E:\ 

tough stand on Islamabad's pleas for debt rescheduling. In 

FY 1977-··78, the r~i i d -···to··- r· a k i stan cons.or···t :i. urn 

considerable delay committed $700 millionj 

In fact, the US bilateral aid commitments in 19"?0 

and 1979 amounted to merely S77.8 million and $ 50.4 million 

,.,es;pec t :i. ve 1 y, the l C:ivJE:~~-s t; ~::;inc e 1954. Fr··ance 

cancelled the contract for the reprocessing plant in AuQust 

1978. P~oJect Assistance to Pakistan was resumed in October 

1 9 7 8 but . i n r-~ at' 1 y 1979 ... intelligence reports revealed 

equipment and components necessary for building a centrifuge 

uranium enrichment plant capable of producing weapon-grade 

enriched Uranium for an atomic bomb at Kahuta 1 aboLtt 

miles southeast of Islamabad. The United States acting on 

this 'authoritative' information decided to cut-off econom1c 

( non·-food) and military assistance, including the militar 

training programme for a second time on 7 April, 1979 in 

conformity with Section 669 of the Foreign Assistance Act 

of 1961 or what is more commonly known as the Symington 

Amendment of 4 August 1977. This decision affected $40 

million in development assistance programmed for FY 1979 and 

S45 million planned for FY 1980. PL 480 food assistance, 

however, was not affected. 

Congressional Hearings, 
Afghanistan and Pakistan, 
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The Soviet intervention in Afghanistan towards the 

end of December 1979 brought about a dramatic change in the 

situation. Pakistan again was strategically important to the 

us .. Tht-::: day~:; of indiffpr·'r:~nt r·eJd·t;ionsh:i.r-' V·Je r··e ove ,... r..in d 

::;uddf.?nl y li.kf.'! nuc:lE!c:..r··· lo:::.t 

·. i r;rn i ·f i c:anc:e .. American policy-makers .. t'ed i. scovet-·ed 

indespensable element of any strategy that ::;ought to 

pt.t.n i =·h the fur· i::hE·:i. r·· a.c: t 1 on .. CE\t'i::er' 

Administration was quickly to override 1ts nuclear concerns 

as the second phase of cold war started in full earnest. 

response nas to be viewed i.n the 

~-~ider·- contr:-:2;~t of ot!···IE!I-· df?\JE·lopment:~ in thE· t'egion. Ti·1E· fa.]J. 

of tht2 Shah oi' Ir'.:::\n 1r·1 Jr.:-~.nuar··'y, J.· ···:·:> a st:r'ong Amet-·ic:r.~n t~:l.ly 

in West Asia and the Persian Gulf and the coming to power of 

E<. I·'evo l uti on c:\ r·'y t'e':::.r i me u1·1der' (iy at o J. 1 <.:<.h t<homE~ in i , 

hostile to America, was a matter of great significance to 

' V·Ja~:;h i. ng ten. the top oi' Soviet-intervention 1n 

Afghanistan presented a sphere of soviet central and persian 

CjU J. f still remained the greatest source of 

Cons<':?quen t 1 y, shortly after the 

. 1 
01.1. to 

Soviet 

intervention in Afghanistan, President Carter telephonically 

informed President Zia-ul-Haq that he was willing to ju ir·1 

other nations in giving necessary protection to Pakistan and 
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meet its "legitimate defen::.;ive militat-·y needs .. " The pur·posr! 

of such aid was to imp<H't F'akistan a.n ability" to t'epel (a 

soviet) invasion if it should occur and particularly to let 

Pakistan be known as a strong nation able to protect itself, 
26 

·so that a. pos:.;sible in'.;asion vJi 11 bf2 pr'evented .. " 

quantum of such 'consortium' would depend on the co-

of other' ncttions~, thE· "amount of aid and thE· 

<:spcc::i.fic for-m o·f it the:\t the F'akis;tanis v·mu:!.d likE: to have." 

As a first step towards this goal, America offered 

$400 million divided equally between economic and military 

assistance to Pakistan. It was a two-year package of $100 

million of Economic support funds (ESF) and a similar amount 

of Foreign Military Sales !FMS> aid credits for FY 1980 as 
28 

\."Jell a:::; FY 1981. This was said to be part of the larger 

consortium effort washington was ende2 curing to work out 

assist Pakistan. The American offer of $400 million fell 

however for too short of Pakistani expectations. 
29 

Zi21. ul--·Haq cc.illed it "pE:·anuts:." He added that it was too 

to be effective but large enough to provoke the 

Scr·viets .. 

26. Statement by President Carter, Interview of NBC News, : 
J·anaut~y, 1980, 'Depat·'tment of Sta.te Bulletin', t·1an~h 

:1.980, p. 32. 

27. ibid .. 

28. Department of State Bulletin, April 1980, p .. 62~ 

29. Zia-Ul-Haq's Interview Published in 'Washington Post·, 
18 January, 1980. 
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12 June~ 1.980 at the Aid-·t:o-·-F'akistan 

consortium meeting in Paris, the United States offered to 

' participate in a multilateral exercise on postponement of FY 

1981 debt repayments from Pakistan. Approval of the debt 

rescheduling of considerable importance to Pakistan because 

its annual debt service amounted to $ 700 million, put: tins_:_~ 

it~; c>cunomy. In July 1980 tF.:.·~-:ti.l.c.• 

imports from Pakistan were exempted from countervailing 

dut:i.es. 

In NcJ··.' 1980, the IMF extended a three year $1.7 

billion extended fund facility to Pakistan. In addition, the 

United States provided-or pledged $ 92.2 million in aid of 

the Afghan refugees 1n Pak1stan. The bulk of th :. ~;:. 

ass1stance 1 $ 34 million in FY 1980 and $ 28.2 million in FY 

1981 t•Jas i1·.· for··m of ·food du:-;.;::,t;ed fot· fr·'ee distr···i.bution tu 

Afghan refugees through World food Programme (WFP>. The US 

also provided I pledged $ 12 million in FY 1980 and $ 18 

million 1n FY 1981 to the UN High Commissioner for Refugees 

<UNHCR) to fund the distribution of other goods and services 

for Afghan refugees. 

:::.o. USAID Pakistan, 'Welcome to Islamabad
Bt'eifing Book, Islamabad, . 1981 
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The hopes and expectations of Pakistani leaders were finally 

realized with the installation of Republican President 

Ronald Reagan in office. President Reagan who had come with 

a mandate to fight the evil empire' was naturally much more 

favourably disposed towards extending substantial economic 

and military assistance to Pakistan. 

The package of $3.2 billion, a five-year package, 

definitely brought about a qualitative change 1n US-Pak 

relations. This package of bilateral aid, finalised in June, 

1981 was divided equally between economic assistance and 

foreign military sales credit gurarantees of $ · 6 billion 

eac:h. Of the $1.6 billion economic aid component of 

$ 1 billion was in the form of a grant. 

remaining $600 million had a 10-year grace period and 20-

yec:u' repayment period at 2 and 3 percent in tet'es t 

r·'espec: t i ve J. y. The military sales component of $1.6 billion 

c a 1·' t' i t::~d i::l.n interest rate of 14 percent with a repayment 

period of 30 years with a 7-10 year grace period on the 
.::. 1 

pt'inc ip;:d. 

31. Report by Staff Study Mission to Pakistan and India, 
Proposed US Assistance and Arms Transfers to Pakistan : 
P1n f.~ssesment, p. ::s, ~.Jashington, 1.981. 
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Pakistan announced its formal acceptance of the US 

aid package on 15 september 1981. On 20 Novemb~r 1981, the 

fi.nc:tl.ly C 1 C?C:\ r· E•C:i the 

Administration's package to Pakistan. Under Secretary of 

State James L. Buckley, appearing in the House hearings on 

economic and security a~sistance to Pakistan, justified the 

package as follows : 

II Pakistan's strategic .'ocation athwert the sea 

lanes to the Persian Gulf has taken an added importance with 

the advance of Soviet forces through Afghanistan to its very 

Describing the two-fold objectives of the US in 

(jiving militar·'y assisti::mc:e to Pakistan, he said II 

purpose of our proposed military assistance ... is tL o-fold 

To give Pakistan the ability to handle with 

resources incursions and limited cross-border threats from 

Soviet-backed Afghc:m ·fm'cE~!:;, and to k€-?ep the Soviets:; ·f 1·'om 

thinking they can coerce and subvert Pakistan with impunity 

33 
agg t··ess ion. 11 

of State Alexander Haig, simi la.r'ly 

observed that the American five-year programme of military 

rnodet'nization and economic assi~:;t<::tnce vJOL.dd "help F'akista.n 

32. Cited in Rashmi Jain, p.122. 

Ibid .. 
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the soviet threat from Afghanistan and 

facilitate the development the development essential to 
:~IJ-

in t e r'n a 1 stab i 1 i t y. " 

Before that Haig urged the congress to soften the 

ban on aid for countries which were keen to acqu1re nuclear 

techrH)logy in larger interests of hE~lping a 

located country which was subject to soviet 

pressures. To that end, the Administration had al~ moved an 

amendme~t to the Symington Amendment. 

It: is significant to note that in the military 

package, the US proposed to sell, 40 F·-16 

which have been described the 

"keystone of thE UE' aid pi3.c: ka.ge". Apat't f t'om 
...., r-. 
.. ).: L 

billion aid package, the United States also sought to assist 

Pakistan through multilateral forms. Thus, during the June 

1981 Pakistan consortium meeting the donot-·s 

pledged $1.2 billion for Pakistan for FY 1981-82 which was 

S270 million more than last year and represented a 20 % 

increase over previous pledges. Of course, the United States 

continued to donate generously to aid international 

effort for the Afghan refugeeE. 

However··, the five-year $3.2 billion package was 

subject 

3-il·. 

to annual congressional 

Department of State Bulletin, 
p.36 

app t'O\l.::tl a.ncl G 1 <::nn 

1. 9f.-32~ 



Amendment makes it obligatory on the part of the President 

to suspend economic and military assistance should Pakistan 

go nuc l e~1r·. 

Even as the previous aid package period terminated, 

a new six-year $4.02 billion package aid agreement was 

~3 igned in 1986 and approved by the US Congress in December 

1987. With this Pakistan became the third highest recipient 

of American assistance, eclipsed only by Israel and Egypt. 

Thereafter, Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto's visit to the US 

1n June, 1989, provided the occasion for announc i. ncj 

congressional approval for 60 additional F-16s as requested 

by Pakistan in the new package deal. 

Thus, massive American aid to Pakistan continued 

through the 80's even as the covert war against Soviet army 

in Afghanistan bore desired fruits. The Soviet army had to 

incl\t"· massive losses in this sea-saw battle. I+· is 

significant to note that Pakistan's nuclear efforts during 

this period failed to bring any punitive action againis.t 

it. In fact, Presidential annual certifications to th~ 

effect that Pakistan did not possess any nuclear device, as 

required by Pressler Amendment of 1985 for aid approval by 

remained a routine affair throughout this 

pe1·' i od. 



As Richar·d Ni:-:on obsf.·:>t-·ved in a book: "We issued a 

pled9e 1r1 1959 to come to the assistance of Pakistan in 

event of a communist attack. Today, we must make good on 

Congress must not cut our military and 

economic assistance to Pakitan, notwithstanding its concerns 

about ~..,hethe1·' Islamabad is developing the capability to 

bui lcl 

long 

nuc leat' ~..,eapons." 

..,.c.· 

._;o.J 

This generosity was however not to last too 

conditioned <3.'::· it I .. •JdS by pw-ely 

considerations. As Gorbachev initiatives first resulted in 

Soviet forces pulling out of Afghanistan and gradually 

virtual end of the 'cold war·, Pakistan again lost its 'star 

status' in American eyes. Very soon, Americans were as 

business l1ke as in the 1970's and long relegated issues 

like nuclea.t" pl·'ofilt>: L•.tion ca.me to the for-e. Pakistan ~·Jas in 

for some rough time as far ac American assistance was 

concer-ned. This was definitely the end of the second 

Honeymoon 

Richat'd Ni:·:on, 
l.<Jax· · , 1 988. 

'1999~ 
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CHAPTER -III 

POST -COLD WAR:END OF THE ALLIANCE? 

It was the last week of August 1990 that 

American ambassador Robert Oakley arrived in Islamabad from 

WashinQton with an aid ~ut message from President Geo~ge 

Bush. Such a message had come in the backdrop of some growing 

irritants the US - PAK relationship and weeks after 

Presjdent Ghulam Ishaq Khan of Pakistan had dismissed the 

democratically elected government of Benazir Bhutto, 

dissolved the National and provincial Assemblies and 

proclaimed a state of National emergency. 

This aid cut fallowed when President George Bush 

did not issue the annual certification under the 1985 

'Pressler Amendment' to US Congress giving a clearance to 

Pakistar.· that it did not possess a nuclear device. The move 

seemed to have shock0d the Pakistani politicians and pundits 

For such annual certification had been a ritual go alike. 

ahead' signal to the congress since 1985 for giving the 

final approval to the amount earmarked for Pakistan as the 

US military and economic assistance. Moreover, as Saddam 

Hussein invaded Kuwait on August 2, 1990, the coterie of 

power in Islamabad thought they had discovered yet another 

opportunity to stake new claims for another round of US 

assistance in the post- Afghanistan cris1s period. The 

initial Pakistan support for American retaliatory, moves 

against Iraq was thus a well thouaht strategy designed to 

claim further US assistance. 
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Things however did not move according to the plan. 

The increasing American concern for nuclear proliferatioin, 

especially in view of Saddam's beliggerence, ensured America 

would give priority to 'non-proliferation' and lf-JOU l d no 

longer turn a blind eye to Pakistan's covert nuclear 

;;unb it ions. 

The American aid cut was to severely affect 

Pakistani economy since Pakistan spends 0bout '42 percent 

of its fiscal resources on old debt servicing, 
1 

and :39 

per·c:en t on the defencE· sec tcw · ever~y yea!~. (I.Jhile the 

American ecomom1c assistance already sanctioned was not to 

be affected by the aid c:ut measures, the political fall out 

of Washington's 'punitive' action was quickly visible 1n 

Pakistan. In the face of continued suspension of US 

assistance, General Beg declared his 'doctrine of defiance' 

by pr·aising the IJ·~aqi potentate and the:;• bt-·agging about 

Pakistani nuclear capability Pakistan lost all hopes of 

receiving American ~~sistance through tough postures once 

th= Gulf war ended with tremendous American victory. 

The cut-off of American military and economic 

assistance to Pakistan started gradually biting Pakistan 

defence programmes and the national economy. 

Islamabad could do nothing except accuse washington of 

violating law when the Bush administration 

took the d0cision to stop the supply of 13 F-16 aircrafts, 
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although Pakistan had already made -payment for these. To add 

to the accumulated worries of Islamabad, a sen1or USAID 

r_:, ·f ·f i c: i a l di:;clo~::;ed on::. clccr.0mbE?I·-, 1991 the dct<"-i.l:: cJf the 

American plan to phase out the USAID programme which would 

:!.994. 

funding 

m i 11 ion 

80 percent of the programme employees jobless by 

The USAID mission in Pakistan no longer receives new 

from the US govvernment and an amount of S464 

in the pipeline would be depleted in about 

years time. Although the US congress kept an indicative 

amount ~f $ 100 million for Pakistan , the money would not 

be released until Pakistan is taken out of the presseler· 

t·~e~::: t r·· i c t ion . 

Islamabad has been trying very hard to wriggle out 

of the American pressure and restore US mi 1 i. ta1~y and 

economic aid. Two important parleys between th Amet~ i. can 

and Pakistani officials did not succeed in resolving the 

1 ss.ue. 

The venue of the first parley was washington where 

a Pakistani delegation headed by Wasim Sajjad, chairman ot 

atTived on 9 June, 1992 vJith a pr-··oposal.! 

announced at the National Defence college, by 

Prime Minister Nawaz sharif an a 'five-nation meet 'to 

discuss and resolve the issue of nuclear politerartion in 

South Asia. Wasim met and had discussion with a number of US 

lawmakers and government officials, such as vice President 

Dan Quay~e, Secretary of State James Baker, Defence 
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Secretary Dick Cheney. But the mission failed to achieve the 

desired goal. 

The state department and the pentagon officials 

remained unconvinced of Pakistan's 'peaceful' nuclear 

policy and repeatedly conveyed to him the tough US line 

that Pakistan must prove it neither has nor is building 

a nuclear bomb before the US will resume sales of 

conventional military hardware and other assistance. 

The Second round of parleys took place in the 

beginning of August 1992, when the US Under secretary of 

State Reginald Bartholomew visited Pakistan. Unlike the hard 

line attitude shown to 'Wasim Sajjad' in washington this time 

Bartholomew adopted a soft posture and sought to ally 

Pakistan's fears of loss of US interest in its militarv 

establishment. But behind this facade of good gestures and 

soft behaviour there was a clear message from America that 

Islamabad would have to roll back its nuclear weapons 

proQramme to qualify fo~ restoration of us military 

and economic assistance. It was more than symbolic that a 

technical expert on the nuclear issue accompanied the US 

Under Secretary of State. And~ in fact, Bartholomew 

informed the Pakistanis that their compliance with the 

pressler Amendment alone could remove the strains in US-Pak 

relation. 

Of course, this was not for the first-time that 

the United States cut - off aid to Pakistan on account of 
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latter's nuclear activities, but they were always restored 

for the reasons other than the commitment by the Pakistani 

government to abandon the nuclear path. The 1980's saw a 

massive amount of military and economic assistance by the 

United States to Pakistan even as Pakistan's clendestine 

nuclear weapons programme continued. Totally blinded by the 

cold war calculations, Washington, during the Reagan 

Administration paid no serious attention to series of 

intelligence reports and media ~evelations about 

pakistan's secret nuclear deal with the People's Republic of 

China, stealing of nuclear weapons from abroad, including 

from the United States and its total devotion to making of 

a nuclear bomb. 

It was only when Mikhail Gorbachev came to 

power in Moscow and showed signs of interest in ending the 

cold war that the first step towards containing the Pakistani 

bomb programme was taken in the United States in farm of 

the enactment of the 'Pressler Amendment. Since Gorbachev's 

plans and motivations were still uncertain, the amendment 

included provision for presidential certification. So that 

the US President could decide when to put the real pressure 

on Pakistan. During the uncertain years, the Reagan 

Presidency certified to the US Congress that Pakistan did 

not possess a nuclear device. So did Reagan's successor 

George Bush. 

Not until the Kuwaiti crisis erupted could Georoe 

Bush realise the dangers involved in letting Pakistan go 



nuclear' The aid cut to Pakistan that took effect 

1990 on account of President Bush's inability to 

provide the annual certification to the congress under the 

Pressler Amendment, hit Pakistan hard at a time when the 

latter had gone along with the US policy towards Iraq with 

. 
political support and a token military contribution as well. 

§hifting Perception~ : One of the important factors that has 

led to a change in the American perception of Pakistan is 

dramatic turnaround 1n world political scenario causing 

fundamental changes 1n American stretegic thinking. 

than four decades of U.S. stretegic planning aimed at 

containing the spread of Soviet influence and rolling it 

back whenever possible has changed after a 

t·~ec:l uc: t ion in such threat . The end of cold war has been 

. ~ s . accompan1eo by the very disintegration of oviet Un1on, 

leaving Russia not stro' enough to challenge US interests. 

The spectre of a unipolar world stares in our face even as 

the United States continues to enjoy an unprecedented 

mi 1 i ta~~y p t'edom i nanc:e. This has na tut'ally meant 

reassessment of th~ role of the .hitherto strategic partners 

in the US-led security structures around the world. 

Pakistan was one such strategic ally. At various 

points of the post-war world history, Pakistan enlisted 

1tself as member of the US-led bilateral and multilateral 

alliance structures and willingly sided with the United 

the prolonged cold-war. However, 
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perceived as more real an enemy than the Soviet Union by 

Pakistan and thus the policymakers in Islamabad decided to 

support the US policy in exchange of American Military and 

assistance that was expected to sb eng then 

Pakistan vis-a-vis India. This Pakistani thinking was not 

unknown to the American policy makers. 

As Chester Bowles, a former US Ambassador to New 

DE~l.hi .1 put it: 

'' If the Pakistan Army were actually designed to 
become part of a US sponsored defence system to 
discouragR a Soviet or Chinese military movement 
through the Himalayas or the Hindukush mountains it 
would be seekinQ a equipment appropriate to 
fighting in the mountain areas. However, the 
equipment we supplied Pakistan - Tanks, motorised 
artillery and the like - was suitable for use only 
on d t'e 1 ,;:d.: i VE' 1 y f 1 at tet't'd in, in othet' vmt-·ds, on 
the plains of North India. Moreover, from the 
outset~ the Pakistani govt. had itself made clear 
that it had no quarrel with either the USSR or 
China and privately admitted that its military 

2 
buildup ~·Jc.;s, in-fact, dit·'ectE:d a(~ainst India". 

The US-Pak alliance was thus a peculiar bilateral 

sy~.:;tem in wh; · ,-, paTtnet·-·s camP togethet' not to ·fight a common 

E·~nt::•my but; to exchange each other's support ~·Jh en e\;e t' 

necessat'y, to deal with their respective enemies. On the 

basis of this understanding, Islamabad requested the US to 

it during the Indo-Pak Wars. Pakistan's turn to 

assist the big brother came in late 1979 when Washington 

2. Chester Bowles · Promises to keep My Years in Public 

New Yor'k :l97l) 
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sought Pakistan's help to fight the new round of cold-war 

that seemingly started with the Soviet military intervention 

in A-fghanistan. The Pakistan Government, C":\ 

military officer, General Zia-ul-Haq did a lot of hard 

bc.H'gc:.\ in i ng to secure massive military and economic 

assistance from Washington in return for making the country 

a conduit for the supply of weapons to anti-government and 

anti-soviet rebels and subsequently a safe haven for the 

Dw·'ing the decadE·~ long Sovie:·t involvement in 

?li'ghanistan, F'akis;tan acqu i 1··e.~d a. nu.ml::let'S 

t . t . t ' sop 1 1 s 1 ca. E"!Ll military weapons and equipments from the 

United States 1n exchange of its assistance to America's 

p t'Ci:-:y against the Soviet stat ionE?d in 

A·fghan is t.~.n. Like on previous occasions, the types; of 

weapons supplied to Pakistan were not suitable for fighting 

a war against the Soviet Union or even Afghanistan. 

time also India was the target. Washington perhaps had to 

concede this, along with a massive aid package of military 

and economic assistance for Pakistan as part of the deal. 

However once an accord for the Soviet withdrawal 

from Afghanistan was signed, Pakistan appeared to be in 

trouble. A rapid succession of events that led to a 

cessation of the cold-war and ushered in an era of 

unprecedented Soviet-American rapprochement, that 

Pakistan would no longer be special for Americans. 
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End of 'Special Status' 

This perception became increasingly clear. After an 

embarassing delay of many months F'ak i o3t:an'· s {:jmbe~ssador' 

'Ahi.da 1·-tussa. in' was granted audience her .. , 

to the United States F' r· .. ·e~:- i d er·, t. 

c: e t'E:.'mon i a 1 nature of the occasion, the American President 

raised some of the pertinent questions having caused the 

l.cwn:~~:;t ebb in a.n othet·\,..·Jise " most allied ally c\mong the 

i::\lJ.ie~:n :::.cwt of t··elaticmship. i'·1r-. 8ush w,::\·:=, ·;:..tite emph-:3.tic in 

stressing upon the resolution of differences on the nuclear 
.. :.• 

the U.S. authorities annouced controls on 

people and materials that could be useful in building 

rni~,;si le::; lf"' ::?l countr-'if.0S~ including F'akistan~ 
!~. 

e-ffectivr~ 

from June 16, 1992. 

'Indo-US Naval Exercises : 

Incio·--·US naval joint exercises were a fur't:her-·· 

j arT· i ng note in Pak-US relations. The joint exercises i r~ 

,June 1992, virtually assured Pakistanis that they no 

could rely on Americans the:· it' 'low-intensity war 

Commenting on the joint Indo-US naval exercise, 

ne~·Jspaper' editor·ial said:" The e:-:er·'cise i:; a fil·'m n~minder··' 

to all that while India may have differences with U.S.A, the 

3. Frontier Post, March 14~ 1992 
ll. ~~<J.t:i.C)n, JLtriE• 17, 1992 
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overall U.S policy 'tilt.' is clear' Thi!::. !::ymbiotic: 
5 

I·'E:!L:d;ionship does not bode W(;?ll for- Pakistan." Commen·tin<;A 

:i. t. says 11 India he:\s clecH'ly bE:cEm sr::lect€"d as the 

he i t'···-appa. r·en t in the contest for regional supremacy and 

Pakistan, a long-time U q ally, has evidently been passed 
' t:.\ 

OV£01·-·. " 

Writing further on this 1ssue Humayun akhtar, a 

vJell kncwm politic:<.:d c:(J(nmentator·, t,,.:·:·mE?d it" ominous 11 but 

draws satisfaction from the fact that the 11 track record of 

with Washington shows that the other party has 
/ 

He fur·tl· .. ,er·· lc:(m(:-.?nts tha.t 11 the1···e I,•Ja!::. a time ~·Jhen hie 

similar position and privileges. Now we have to fallback 
8 

EASING OF STRAINS : 

On 6 October 1992, when the Pakistan premier Nawaz 

Shar'i f was in Beijing the U.S congress gave final approval 

to an amendment that ~'lias. a " minot' br-eak" fat' Pakistan in 

terms of renewed American assistance to that c: ou.n t I')/ 

through waiver in two items from the Pressler Amendment. The 

congressional waivers as p~rt of the 1993 Foreign Aid Bill~ 

applicable to a::>S i stance to non-govet'nmen tal 

organisations<NGO's) and under public law - 480. 

5. 'Ne\o'Js', ~1<:\y 18, 1.992 
6. Ibid 
7. 'r·lusl im', June 2'1-, 1992 
8. Ibid . 
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While the quantum of American aid flow to Pakistan 

undeJ·' the v-.JC:\ i ve1·'s ~·J<:l.·::. not v<:::•t"'Y subs tcJr·J t i <:~.1, this; rnuvt::· 

appeared to be an indication that Washington might gradually 

try to normalise its relations with Pakistan strained s1nce 

De tober· 1990. Even before that the White House had infa.c:i:.: 

gone ahead with the commercial sales of military equipment 

despite stiff protests from the Congress. Those legislators 

opposing such sales, he]j it as a violation of the spirit of 

the Pre~sler Amendment in force. 

The Pressler Amendmentj according to them, made 1t 

Pak i :;:, tan and ;·,o mi 1. ita! ·y equipment o1·' technology sha.ll be 

sold or transferred to Pakistan, pursuant to the authorities 

conti::-tined 1n this act, unless the President shall have 

c:er·tifiL"-"d in writing to the Speaker of the House of the 

Representatives and the Chairman of the Committee on forp·~n 

the Senate, during the fiscal year 1n wh1c:h 

assistance is to be furnished or military equipment or 

technology 1s to be sold or transferred, 

does not pos.s~:~ss a nuc:lei:H~ t~;-:plosive de\<'ice." 

that 
9 

F'.::.~ki.stan 

And this the U.S President had not been able to do 

since October 1990. But then the U.S state department had 

it's interpretation of the f';mendrnen t. 

Commercial sales of selected military equipment according to 

it, didnot violate the letter or the spirit of the same law 

and thus the Bush Administration allowed commercial sales of 

9. Independent (Bombay) 3 Aug, 1992 
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military equipment to Pakistan in 1990 which was over $ BOO 
10 

million by 1991. 

The second step that Washington took in this 

normalisation process was relat~d to allaying Pakistan's 

increasing Indo-U.S. co-operation. Since the 

do~t·mtur·n 1n US-Pak relations and improvement 1n Indo--U.S .. 

1·' e 1 a t i em s 1n the post-cold war era were coincidental, 

Pakistani policy makers had begun to perceive American 

policy towards India through the Prism of the Zero sum game. 

Already frustrated over the U.S. aid cut and disappointed 

over rising Indo-American Co-operation, the Pakistani ruling 

elites also became more suspicious about the new U.S .. 

designs in South Asia. Infact General Aslam Beg former Chief 

of Staff of the Pak Army, said at a seminar on 28 July that 

most important development affecting Pakistan's security 
1J. 

is the· ne:-vJ :-:;1 i.tegic alignment between U .. S. and India." 

Since one of the watermarks of Indo·-U. S. defr:mce 

co-operation was the Indo-U.S Naval exercises in the Indian 

Washington decided to hold similar exercises with 

Islamabad without undue delay. In mid-august two 

American Navy ships which were on an operational visit to 

the region held two day joint exercises with the naval fleet 
1·-::· 

units of Pakistan in the Arabian sea. The third signal 

1 o. 

11. 

12. 

f~sian 

Defence 

Muslim, 

Strategic Review. 1991-92 'Tt····f.:?nds in 
Expenditure' Jasjit Singh 

::::.o Ju 1 y, 1 c?9'.2 

17 t:iugu.s t, 1992 
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from Washington indicating it's desire to renew f ,- i. (:.:n d l y 

relations with Pakistan came on 26 August, 1992. 

date, a friendly feeler was sent to Islamabad t~. ·ough 

u.s. dGpartment of agriculture'= decision to increase by $ 

50 million the cred~t guarantee available to U.S. 
1:::: 

·f:,r· thE· ·::;a.lc:• of ~'JhE~a.t to Pakistan 

I! (} E:' t c:, t' r:-2 f 1 e c t e d i n t h .;:.;> f .::.. c •.• t h a t the amendmE~nt. 

the waivers also stipulated a pt'OV l S l.Orl thc-~t: 

requires an annual report from the U.S. President on the 

state of the nuclear and ballistic missile programmes of 

Pakistan, India and China. However, the provision i·'eg a r-ei in g 

India and China lf1 the amendment was not linked ~·Jith 

American aid to these two countries. 

No~rJ both the White House and the US congress 

continued to be very serious in their new active diplomatic 

offensive against nuclear proliferation. 

makers seem to be fully aware that it would b~ imprudent as 

v··Je 11 a!::; difficult economic and military 

assistance to Pakistan suspended 

At the same time there seems to be a growing 

t'ea 1 i sat ion 1n the US that Pakistan has already suffered a 

lot for quite some time and that normalcy in the relations 

between the two countries has to be restored before thl:')'' 

are seriously ruptured. 

13. Business Recorder, 28 August, 1992 
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are reasons for this urge for ncn·ma 1 

r'e 1 "-' t i. on ship:-:;. In order to meet the challenges ar1sing out 

of the suspension of U.S. military ass1stance, 

mO\IE~d to~"at'd~'· France and China. On 25 June, 1992 Pakistan 

minister··, F' ier't"e Jo:-;e, signed an 

agreement on defence co-operation to strengthen French-Pak 

links in the field of research and development, pt'oduc:: t i. on 

and acquisition of defence system and equipment. 

there were talks about supply of dei'ence:~ 

equipment by France to Pakistani Air Force and Navy and a 
Ul· 

bilateral arms de~l worth about $ 900 million. 

On 23 September the Pakistani daily " 

Pc:vst" n~pm·tf::!d th::d~ the P(iF had finally given its consent to 

France would sell four diesel-powered submarines of the 

Agosta 90 Class to Pakistan. In addition, 

attempts to sign Sino-Pak defence agreements including the 

ones on M-11 missiles and F-7P Aircraft. After Nawaz Sharif's 

vis:. it to Beijing in ead.y OctobE·t-·, Islamabi:'~d 

project more forcefully 1ts strategic connection w:i. th 

Be :i. j i ng. Pakistan also sought to make common cause with 

China which was undoubtedly upset over President George 

Bush's announcement to sell F-16 aircraft to Taiwan. 

While the Pakistani government challenoed the 

legality of the US refusal to sell the F-16 Aircraft which 

1.4. !·iindu, 15 C.;eptE~mbc'r, 1972 .. 
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of a 1989 deal predating thE~ imposing of 

to take the case to International Court of Justice, 

Chinese characterised the U.S.- decision to sell 

thE• 

F··-16 

Aircraft to Taiwan as clear violation of the 1982 Sino-U.S. 

c:c'jmmun i que. 

(~mi d::-,t ,::\1 l these developments, the 

insta.b i 1 i ty in the Central Asian Republics was regardE· in 

f'f'IC.:If"IY 1ncluding Washington, 

development. At least one of these Republics, Kazakhastan, 

has Nuclear Weapons of the former Soviet Union on it~ soils. 

ther-··e ,,'Jer··E:· conccJ···r .. Js. 1n cet-tain c:it-·cle<:~ about 

possible r1se of Islamic fundamentalism in Central 

Such concerns got strengthened when countries such as I ,---·an 

and Saudi Arabia flooded the Central Asia Republics with 

I ·::; l <:uT1 i c literatures as well as funds for the renovation of 

-I:.: hE mc)s;;que·,;;:. 

F'.:::•.k is t D.n to make us-,r~ o·f its sta.te 

religion as one of the means to achieve its foreign policy 

qo;:~.l s;. It has been trying to build bridges to Central 

and ::;eerns to be hopeful of reviving thE:• 

United States by playing a Centra Asian Card, if and when it 

is available. In March, 1992, when Washington ( Pentagon in 

pat~ticularl gave indications of a desire to restore cordial 

relations with Pakistan, the interpretation g1ven l; 0 t; ht:-~ 

r-~·er--,t:.::~gon's muv::.:~ by the" Pc:\ki::.tE:\ni pr-E~s;:::. p:·uvided c:_:,r-: indt.c:.:< tu 

F'a.ki<;tE.\n ~-.~:::ty of thinl-::i1 ... ,,~. 
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The 'Muslim' said that 11 If thet'e is-, any lo~~ic l.rl 

Washington having such loud second thoughts about Pakistan 

then most probably the real consideration was the U.S. 

~-Jor··l d ' , 

1n having a habitation and a name J.n the 

opening u~ in the heart of Asia, most of which 
15 

nev··J 

is 

pt'edominantly muslim. 11 The ' Frontier Post' l i kr:>wi se 

commented in its editorial that II Pakistan's importance 

appears to have been established as an actor in Central 
i.C:: 

Asia capable of playinc;._ :.. ct'ucial t'ole." 

A commentator wrote in the 'Pakistan Times' that 

the emergence of the new Muslim countries in Central Asia 
17 

has pnJvidr~d strategic depth' to Pakistan. 

Pakistan has already become part of a regional 

ecormm i c ca.lled 'Ec:onom:tc 

<ECOJ along with Turkey an. Iran and has 

Centt'a l {-isia.n F:epub l i cs:. membet's of thP ent'olled 
1.8 

ECO. Pakistan,infact, has begun to see itself as uniq. ,;:ly 

situated to provide tranist-trade facilities to the Land 

locked states of Central Asia. 

The American move to restore cordial ties ~-Jith 

Pakistan has to be understood in the light of 

developments. The Congressional waivers, the authorisation 

15. Muslim, 10 March, 1992 

16. Frontier Post, 10 March, 1992 

17. Pakistan Times, 29 March, 1992 

18. Five New Members AzerbaiJan, Kirghizstan 1 

Tasikistan,Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. 
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of commercial sales of a selected variety of military 

spare-parts, holding of joint naval exercises etc were 

steps that were taken with consideration of the future role 

of Pakistan in th~ evolving geostrategic realities in this 

part of the world. 
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Nuclear Issue t1 a j or~ I t~ t' i tan t 

These moves by the United States 1 however, 

far cry from the heydays of the 1980's. To be sure, the ban 

on military and economic assistance under Pressler Amendment 

continues. Even USAID projects are not being fully financed 

and are in danger of being closed down. It is clear that the 

most important irritant of US-PAK relations continue to be 

Pakist~n·s nuclear ambitions. 

In an interview with Syed Rifad-Hussain, Dt~. 

Stephen P. Cohen, Professor of Political science at Illinois 

I . ...Jn i \/e 1'5. it y, conceded that for deterioration in US-PAf::: 

t'elations and aid-cuts "Pakistan's nuclear~ pt•ogt'amme is the 

primary reason. The fact that Pakistan went ahead and the US 

President could not certify triggered all kinds of US 
19 

l al.-'JS. " He ho~rJevet"· admittc~d that "they (Pr-essler·· laws) m<:1y 

ha.ve been intet'Pt'eted mot'e t'igm'ousl~. ,C~ftet' the F:u~:.!:;ians 

left Afghanistan. But there was always anxiety,there was 

always concern and everybody who dealt that issue knew that 

this could 
20 

t' e 1 c.~ t i on s; • " 

lead to a break in some aspect of US-PAK 

on 24 September, testifying at his 

confirmation hearing before the Senate Foregin Re 1 at i. on~'· 

Committee in Washington, Mr. John C. !'1.:;m j o, r~mbassador'-

1.9. 'Ne~rJs' July 8, 1992. 

2(i. ibid. 
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designate of the USA to Pakistan, said that 11 While we hope 

new economic aid and US security assistance to Pakistan 

suspended under the Pressler Amendment can be resumed, we 

will not compromise our non-profileration principles to do 
21 

so 11 • He said we wish to co-operate with Pakistan in 

helping Afghanistan overcome the present internal struggles 

and build a new future with a representative government 

and to assist the world's largest refugee population to 

return to their homes in Afghanistan. He noted that USA has 

enjoyed· a long and mutually beneficial relationship with 

Pakistan that spans nearly 45 years of Pakistan's existence. 

F'ak i stan stood togethe~- 11 lrJi th the USf-:1 Hwou.ghout the cole:! 

war but end of the cold war and of the soviet occupation of 

Afghanistan hi:3.\/E che~.ngr•d the stt-ategic conte:-:t of OUt' long 
22 

r'el t:\t i onsh ip 11 He said hf:? looked ·f o r'~·Ja t-·d to the ne\·J 

oppat'tunitie: and c:ha.llenge of building "out' post-cold ~··JcH' 

Continued nuclear irritant and changed strategical 

configuration ensured that Pakistan didnot figure in the 

list of countries to get US foreign aid under a bill 

approved by the US house of Repr~sentatives in October 1992. 

21. 'Pakistan Times·, september 28, 1992. 

22. ibid 
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Ironically, welcoming the non-inclusion of Pakistan 

in a US bill listing foreign aid recipients, a Pakistani 

editorial commented ''Pakistan is fortunate enough to have 

been able to discrd the crutches of US aid. It is an 

opportunity once again to stand on our own feet The 

peanuts we used to receive from our one-time most allied of 

allies was a constant cudgel held over our heads by the 

USA. In retrospect it is mind-boggling how much we 

were made to surrender in terms of our sovereignty and 
23 

indepenaence. Brave words indeed But one can easily 

trace out the helplessness and anguish contained in them. 

It 1s true that Pakistanis have not yet come to 

terms with changed geo-political realities that have 

rendered them rather of marginal significance in American 

calculations. Consequently, Pakistani political 

commentator ''Mushahid Hussain, advised Pakistani policy-

makers to understand fundamental reality that the ''special 

relationship '' that marked the ties between Islamabad and 

Washington has been permanently terminated in the post-cold 

war period and it 
24 

is unlikely to return. 

23. Muslim, October 8, 1992 

24. 'Muslim' November 8, 1992. 
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Further Apprehensions: 

Car'negie Repod.: . B.. pr'o-·Indi<i tilt 

The release of Carnegie Endowment study gt'oup 

25 
recently has made Pakistani policy-makers more 

apprehensive regarding future US policy in South Asia. This 

group comprised scholars, area specialists and diplomats in 

and outside the US government. 

The report outlines some recommendations based on 

certain assumptions, the mast important being that India 

will emerge as a major military and economic force despite 

what the US does and that given a proper context of improved 

Indo-US relations, the Indian military power could be 

harnessed for serving common goals and resolving global 

p t-·ob J. ems. 

More important, the Report terms America's 1959 

defence pact with Pakistan " an anacht-on ism" and t'ecommends 

that Washington should formally terminate its military 

alliance with Pakist~n and upgrade relations with New 

Delhi. The report says that having artificially inflated 

Pakistan's power, US should abstain from it now allowing a 

natur',::~l gnJwth. RE'gat'ding at··ms sale, the RepoJ·'t !'<:~commends 

no concessional sale, either to India or to Pakistan, and as 

:?5. CE~r .. neg:i.e Endowrnent Stt.\dy Gr-·oL.tp on USf'~--India F:t:-:;lations 
in a changing International environment. Authored by 
Selig Harrison and Geoffery Kemp. 
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a corollary to this provides for screening the commercial 

sales of equipment on a case by case basis so as to avoid 

any conflict between the two countries. It also mentions 

that with the demise of the cold war the stl--ateg i c 

importance of Paki~tan has been nullified. 

In the context of freezing the development of 

mi 1 i tat'y t'elated capability by both India and Pakistan, 

the Report suggests that the most effective way to do this 

would be to bring Pakistan and India into the ~calm of 

global tt'eaties like the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty 

<CTBT>. The Report makes it clear that India will not give 

away its nuclear option and also that the United States does 

not have much credibility in this area. Thus th US should 

stop p t'es-.s i ng India to sign the NPT, but instead India 

should take the pledge to abide by the provision of the NPT, 

without signing the NPT as done by Argentina and South 

Finally, while recommending increase in Indo-US 

military co-operation, the Report visualised a future in 

r,.Jhich the gt'owth of Islamic fundamentalism "adjacent to 

India" can lead to the possibility that "New Delhi and 

Washington will share common security concerns 1n decades 
26 

ahead". Admittedly, the Report is not an official document 

and cannot be taken as reflective of government thinking, 

nevertheless, it cannot either be ignored. Prepared by a 

::?6 .. ibid. 
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group at people, who have an important say in American 

policy-making structures, the Report must be considered 

significant enough to set off alarm bells in Pakistani 

c i t·'c l es. 

When in the very beginning of this year, the Bush 

ad mini stt'a t ion issued a list of countries declaring them 

it also contained a rude s~~ck for 

Pakistan. While declaring Cubc-t 

'terrorist-states the Bush 

Administration also placed Pakistan along with Sudan under 

four months observation. During this period the USA was to 

further investigate and determine whether Pakistan is 

providing arms, training and financial aid to Kashmiri and 

Sikh Separatists in the Indian states of J&K and F jab 

n=spectively. 

This was indeed a serious development with grave 

implications far future US-Pak relations. Predictably, this 

move dr'ew bitter reaction from Pakistani Press. Calling it 

a "blinkered vision by USA, this was interpreted ac the 

proverbial last straw sa far as the US-Pak relations are 

concerned. They were quick to point out that barring Cuba 

and North Korea, all other so-called terrorist states were 

t1uslim states. 

27. 'Ne~rJs ' , 16 J c.'tn, 1993 
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If declared a 'terrorist state·, the US law applies 

various economic, legal, financial and military sanctions 

against such listed countries under section 6(J) of the 

Export Administration Act. 

C 1 in ton Administt~ation Re-spite fqJ::. Pakistan 

As President Bill Clinton, a Democ r~a t , enter~ed 

office, there were both expectations and apprehensions in 

Pakistan. But overall Clinton Administration was not 

expected t0 depart radically from the continuing foreign 

policy. If anything, the Democrat's obsession with nuclear~ 

non-profileration is well known and so Pakistan could not 

expect respite on that count. 

the Secretary of State, Mr. 

Christopher, even before assuming the office, told a Senate 

foreign relations committee confirmation hearing that he was 

awat'e of Pakistan's "obsession' '"Jith the nucleat~ bomb and 

1-'Jould suppor~t any pt~olifet~ation legislation ''Jith teeth to 

impose "substantial sanction::.". In his t'eply to a question 

raised by Republican Senator, Mr. Larry Pressler who pointed 

out efforts to change legislation that b~nn~d aid to 

Pakistan; 1'1 r. Chd.::.tophet-· t~eplied : " I am stt-ongly in 

favour of anti-proliferation legislation, .::~nd legislation 

that imposes substantial sanctions if there 1s a violation. 

I have not studied that particular case in recent yeat·'s 

although my memory goes back to the problem with Pakista~ 

and their obsession with getting a nuclear capability ~~~ 

know now in that case. ~hey have probably 



28 
crossed the threshol~ 

1'1 t' • Crwis;tophet' fur thet' said that without 

committing himself to any particular piece of 1 eg l. s 1 at ion .1 

he could say that 1n an overall sense 11 I know there is an 

and· 1n overall sense I would be prepared to 

of continuation of 
29 

legislation ltJith teeth." 

strong 

1'1 t' • Christopher stressing 

anti-profileration 

committment to non-

pt'ofilet'ation said : " We need to use_all of our levet'age to 

keep tl"1at ( p r'o-f i 1 et'a t ion) ft'om happening. We have the 

cus tomat'Y too 1 s aid of various kinds, tr'ade, vote in 

multi later·-,:d. institutions. We ought to examine the full 

t'C."l.nge of OLW opt ions. in ot'det' to accomplish OLW non-
3(> 

p t'o·f i l et'a t :Lon put'poses. II 

Th i :::; ~·Jas not met'e t'hetot' i c was c 1 eat' vet'Y soon 

'G-7' ~ 

led by Japan ,-,d Ger-many, wen? closely co-ot'dinating their' 

aid policies with the United States. The message being 

conveyed to Pakitan was crystal clear : no more economic aid 

to Pakistan until it signs the NPT and sbrts out the 
31 

terrorism issue. Writing in Times of 
··;,.· 

India, M.B. 

Naqvi t'e f et' t'ed to reports that talked about the tough 

28. Times o·f India, January 15, 1993 

29. ibid. 

::!.0. ibid. 

::~:1. Times of India, Febt'uat'Y 17, 1993. 
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stand taken by Japanese and European Community ambassadbrs 

who made it clear that unless Pakistan signs the NPT, 

reduces its defence budget and tension in the region, the 

usual economic aid through the World Bank organised aid-to

Pakistan consortium will remain suspended. 

It is clear, therefore, that if anything Clinton 

Administt'ation is hell bent on preventing Pakistan from 

going nuclear. In the circumstances, it is difficult to see 

in near future resumption of US aid to Pakistan 

conside~ing Pakistan's rigid stand on the issue. 

esp. ially 

The question is why such rigid stand by Pakistan 

~~hen a 11 the western aid and not simply military and 

economical aid, is at stake ? 

The answer is Pakistan's game of one-upmanship with 

India. The Pakistani generals seems to have concluded that, 

given the different sizes of resource endowments between 

India and Pakistan, the former can always outspend the 

latter and win in conventional armaments. Thus, Pakistan 

needs a nuclear shield, no matter how small, which wil1 

deter India from taking advantage of its superio~ity. 1·-lence 

their stolid refusal to coutenance camp t'om ising the 

undoubtedly tiny nuclear deterrant. A whole panopaly of 

policies and strategic perceptions have evolved as a result 

of this question of the nuclear shield. 

stand 

It remains to be seen for how long Pakistan can 

this pressure. One can however safely predict that 
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Pakistan would unlikely to get away with its nuc J.eat·· 

weapons programme without further damaging its relationship 

with the United States and hence also its aid prospects. 

Coupled with the nuclear issue, the threat of being branded 

a 'terrorist state' by the US presents quite a bleak future 

fot~ aid flows to Pakistan. If Pakistan is declat'ed a 

terrorist state, not only would the US administration stop 

d 11 types of including humani t;:.u-··:i.a.n 

assistance to Pakistan, but it would also have tc vote 

a g <::l.i ro s t loans to Pakitan Jr-t all mu 1 t i 1 a t£'t.'E:\ l. 

institutions. . This mE!ans that F
. I . . 
·'ar:::t:=ctan ~"' i 11 find it 

virtually impossible to get any aid from any multilateral 

institution like from the World Bank and the International 

r·1onetat'Y Fund. 

Again on this issue, Pakistan's approach 1s far 

from accomodating. Despite all evidences pointing to ·.~·.:· 

contrary, the Pakistan government issued bland denials. What 

is conceded was that it was giving only politic:<.:-..1, 

diplomatic and moral support to the militants in ,Kashmir. It 

strongly denied giving military assistance to separatists in 

Kashmir and Punjab. Speaking in the National Assembly, in 

this context, Pakistan's foreign ~inister, Mr. Siddique Khan 

Kunju said that Pakistan had tried to draw a C J. E!a I' 

distinction between the legitimate political support for the 

just struggle for self-determination in l<ashmi t' 

allegations of material assistance to groups 

irr·/olved in ten··ot'ist activites .. " Saying Pakistan had 

32. Times of India, 14 January, 1993 
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consistently supported and will continue to support the 

struggle in Kashmir, Mr. Kanju added that the 

struggle was based on the UN security council ~~eso 1 uti on~:, 

which remain as valid today as they were 40 years ago. 

Apparantely, these excuses have not convinced many 

Americans. Central Intelligence Agency(CIAl chief Mr. James 

Woolsey was definitely nat convinced of Pakistan'::, 

i nt DCE:>nce. He told the Senate Judiciary Committee on April 

21, that "Sudan and F'c.1.kistan while not yet on state 

department's list of state sponsors, are on the brink. Last 

Jan ua. ~~y, the US warned each of these countries that it 

could soon be listed." The CIA chief said " Pakistan has 

supported the Kashmiri and Sikh groups, which have been 

~-Jaging long ~~unning insurgencies agaoinst the Indian 

goven ~?nt. The Kashmiris and s1khs have found safe haven 

and ather support in Pakistan." He desct~ibed the state-

spansat~ed tetTOt':i Iii as the mast impot~tant component of the 

i ntet-·na tiona l terrorism problem. The reasons for this are 

obvious money and power. Nation-states make terrorists 

more lethal and more ambitious. 

Consequently, in its latest report on terrorism, 

released on April 30, the US has; kept F'e,k i stan on its 

'watch list' of terrorist states 1n spite of intensive 

efforts by the latter to get itself removed ft~om the 

33. Times of India, f~pt~il 23, 1993 
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watch list.Pakistani efforts are however continuing. Out~ i ng 

her visit to Washington in the first week of May,1993, the 

Pakistani opposition leader? Ms Benazir Bhutto in her 

meetings with the state department and pentagon officials, 

pleaded for the postponement of the proposed US action to 

declare Pakistan a terrorist state. She is said to have 

p 1 eaded fot~ deferral of the issue until after the 

scheduled general election on July 14 when an elected 

ministry would be in place in Islamabad.Around the same 

time, .!slamabad announced t'emoval of two fot'met' Dit'ectot~-

generals of the Inter-services Intelligence from the army. 

The removal of these officers, Lt. General Javed Nasir and 

Lt. General Asad Durrani, was seen as Pakistani attempt to 

appease the United States. In fact· in .an interview to 

·'Jang', the appointed minister', Mt·-· 

Sharifuddin Pirzada admittPrl that the recent changes in the 

ISI had some impact on the Pak-US relations, adding that 

the Domacle's swor'd was still hangir over Pakistan but 
.A 

the situation had improved considerably. 

In the third week of May itself, the. US deputy 

assistant Secretary of state, John R. Mallet visited 

Islamabad and- Ne\•J Delhi in ot~det~ to help them sot't out theit·' 

differences over Kashmir and other matters. 

34. 'Jang' May 4, 1993 
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During this visit, Mallet stressed that the US was 

informally watching Pakistan to decide whether it should be 

added to the list of state sponsors of terrorism. He said 

that Washington had not asked Islamabad to take any specific 

actions. "We have· just said that· they must stop activities 

in Punjab and •<ashmit~ ", adding that this information of 

'credible report' of Pakistan's state sponsot~sh ip of 

terrorism was based on US assessment . Mallet noted the 

removal and retirement of ISI chief, Lt. General Javed Nasir 

and of his predecessor, Lt. General Asad Durrani. 

" are still watching and we would form an 

opinion whe•n v-Je sr:?E~ the impact of these actions", said Mt~. 

36 
Mallet. " ~ol!e have to put this ten~at~ism issue behind us" 

Also Mallet urged Pakistan to roll back its 

nuclear programme to an acceptable level. He didnot 

spec if. what the US expected Pakistan to do, but news 

reports inferred that it wanted Pakistan to dismantle any 

facilities geared at building nuclear weapons. The 

t~epot~ts quoted Mallet as telling local joLtr~nal ists in 

Islamabc.'\d that Pakistan's nucJeat~ pt~ogt~amme crossed an 

agr~ee:~d line in 1990, resulting in the suspension of us 

economic and military assistance under the Pressler 

35. The Washington Times, May 15, 1993. 

36. ibid. 
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Amendment." We kept our p.:wt of the bar·gain bt.lt Pakistan let 
37 

us down by crossing the line in 1990" Mallot said. 

Finally, things at·e still quite fluid. Clinton 

Administt·ation has kept the heat on even as Pakistan is 

making frantic efforts to wriggle out of this tight spot. On 

both issues of 'nuclear profileration' and 'tet't'ot·ism · '-' 

ho~...,evet', deep differences continue. In the circumstances, 

further waiving of Pressler Amendment and resumption of 

American assistance donot appear a tLalistic possibility 

unless Pakistan drastically reviews its stand on the 'twin 

issues' of 'nuclear profileration' El.nd 'sponsot•ship of 

37. ibid. 
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To be 

CHAPTER - IV 

CONCLUSIONS 

ther-~e is no meal' in 

international relations. Charity has elements of taxation in 

it, but also elements of a purchase. Giving money to the 

poor is partly buying peace and quiet. By the same token, 

aid can be designed to purchase 

United Nations or neutrality; 

good will 

or~ it 

or votes in the 

can eliminate 

embarrassing surpluses of wheat, as in Public Law 480 in the 

United States. 

Aid is thus primarily designed to win friends and 

influence people. Admittedly, the economic dimensions of aid 

are many ; its form, criteria for allocation, division among 

r~ec ip i en ts and so on. But its purposes remain political 

even when the proximate purpose of aid is economic growth 

a hypothesized relationship of doubtful validitY· 

Prior to world war II, governmental aid was rare 

and was forthcoming as a rule only in time of natural 

disaster~. After world war II, foreign aid was provided for 

t'el ie·f, 

~3tates, 

for r-ehabilitation and ··r·econstt·uction. 

remained the pioneer in this field. 

assistance in the form of Marshall Plan 

The United 

The r-elief 

contained an 

element of charity - to help allies back to their erstwhile 

condition. Most of its motivation, however was 
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the political damage and calm the troubled in 

which communist parties fished. There was a vaccum of 

politici::tl power which could best be filled by economic 

revival and independence. 

Assistance for economic growth also has an 

essentially political objective. Fr~om time to time, 

attempts have been made to justify it in economic terms it 

might pay to subsidize customers if by so doing or~ 

!::;timula.ted pt~ocess which to 

purchases from the donor; on which he could then make high 

pr~ofi ts. No doubt, there is some truth in this explanation 

but most of the assistance programmes today would stand 

unexplained by this logic. 

Aid for development began with Point -IV of 

President Truman's Inaugral speech of January, 1949. ThE-2 

1947 purpose was political. The Truman Doctrine of March, 

had been negative, opposing communist penetration in thE-.~ 

less developed world with military means. It was. felt that a 

more positive programme was needed, along the lines of the 

successful Marshall Plan, of June, 1947. 

programme of assistance for e2bnomic development 

Thit~d Wor~ld. 

Pr-ivilege ot~ Rioht Depoliticisati.on ~ 

Once begun, aid acquired an inertia of 

97 
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Gl~adually, some middle powers, several of them neutral~ 

began to provide increasing amounts of aid with charitable 

intent, economic effect and no political axes to grind. The 

major powers, starting out with political purposes in mind, 

found themselves hooked. One gained little in the way of 

political kudos from continuing aid, but risked the loss of 

leadership in letting it go. 

. Gt~at i tude is somet i mf?S called a lively 

anticipation of favours to come, but in foreign aid, the 

expectation of continued assistance which made it mandatory, 

was accompanied by little in the way of gratitude. 

Before long, aid developed from a privilege to a 

right and its provision from an act of grace to a duty. One 

is able to shrink it, confine it and alter the mechanism. 

But one cannot get rid of it. :8nsequently, the community 

of nations in a limited way and for a limited purpose has 

developed a form of sharing of the sort that takes place 

within families. The act remains essentially political. 

Intet~estingly, a country is likely to receive 

little aid 

politically, 

if 

at~ 

it always supports the donor count t~y 

if it never supports the donor country. 

Generally speaking, a country can expect to get the highest 

C:\moun t of aid if it makes it clear that the political 
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position it takes will depend upon the amount of aid 

received. Thus, a country wishing to maximize the amount of 

foreign aid it receives should not be a permanent member of 

any international bloc but rather should make it clear that 

its political pc.1sition £.§ill. be influenced by the giving of 

mot'e aid. 

Again, the recipient countries may influence the 

amount of aid they get if the donor countries are in 

competition with each other they have some measure of 

p0Wf2t' because the donor countries are interested in 

receiving their political support. Not surprisingly, the 

cold war days were the heydays for non-aligned countries so 

far as aid flows are concerned. They were in a position t6 

do same hard bargaining before extending their support to 

one donor or another. 

1 
An economett··' ic model 'tdsted 1'7 

l 

industt'ialized donor' C:O''~•'tt'ies suggests that nations 

t'esent ~~d being given by other nations because they 

fear that they thereby lose influence in the international 

sphet'e. Therefore, they tend to reciprocate by increasing 

their own aid exp~nditure when cpmpeting riations do so. This 

aid competition is to the benefit of the developing 

who receive more aid than they 1.-'JOU 1 d :i. f the 

countries acted in isolation or if they considered aid to 

be an international public good. 

1. S. Frey Bruno , 
p. 101.. 

'International Political Economics' 
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Finally, and most important, aid flow~, its amount 

and dit'ection, would largely depend on the inter·'nat ional 

politicc:d dyn.::tmics. In certain situations a particular 

country may become impot'tant enough to be wooed by 

the compet: ing donor·'s.· But in diff.et'ent cit'cumstances 

country in question would no longer be important enough to 

bargain with the donors. 

U.S. Aid to Pakistan • Prospects 

Our discussion in previous chapters would clearly 

shm'>l that US - Pak relations has been an 

'alliance of convenience'. A relationship strange in many 

ways for the two countries never had common strategic 

and security perceptions. For that matter while the U.S.A. 

light of democracy, Pakistan has remained 

throughout, barring 2 few exceptional years, under military 

1·'eg imes. 

But cold war brought them cldse as cold war shifted 

towards Asia, the USA desperately needed a reliable ally in 

the region who would provide it-~ith military bases and 

otherwise counter spread of communism. A s India remained 

reluctant to play American game, the latter had to fall back 

on Pakistan. ~ut from the very beginning Pakistan didnot 

share American perceptions about the 'fear of communism· and 

instead aimed at using it military alliance with USA against 
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India. 

With such differences. the very base of this 

relationship remained shaky. The United States remained 

generous towards Pakistan with large amounts of economic 

and military assi~tance as long as Pakistan came handy in 

its strategical calculations. Consequently, the peaks of 

cold war saw the largest amount of aid flow to Pakistan. But 

as soon as cold war came to a close, Pakistan lost its 

earlier significance in American Strategic thinki~g. Before 

long, the massive aid flows had to turn into a mere trickle. 

Admittedly, the current impasse in US-Pak 

relations, when US aid got suspended in October 1990, is 

over 'nuclear issue', but then this nuclear issue somehow 

was always overshadowed by looming Russian presence in 

Afghanistan. And one can be sure that nuclear issue or no 

issue, the United States would not be as ~enerous to 

Pakistan as it was before. 

Presently, of course, apart from the .nuclear issue, 

the threat to declare Pakistan a 'sponsor of terrorism' by 

the US has caused an ominous shadow over future US-Pak 

relations. In the circumstances, the future of us 

'assistance' to Pakistan remains bleak. 
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